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In Our 94th Year

Member of Associated Press

Average Tax
Deduction Is
$1,780 Locally
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Chairman Calls Viet
Truce Unsatisfactory
SAIGON 1AP ._ The chairman of the international peacekeeping group,for Vietnam declared today the cease-fire is
unsatisfactory. He blamed the
warring Vietnamese sides for
failing to abide by the Paris
agreement.
In spite of this, he said, international observer teams will
fullill their obligation to try to

SeenerHeard
Around
Murray

stop the shooting that has persisted through three weeks of
supposed peace.
Ambassador
Canadian
Michael Gauvin, chairman of
the International Commission
of Control and Supervision, said
the peacekeeping orgenization
will begin deploying its teams to
sites across
subregional
Vietnam Wednesday and will
complete the move by the Feb.
26 deadline stipulated in the
peace agreement signed Jan
27,
Gauvin said in a statement
released at a news conference
that."the failure of the parties
to the agreement to effect a
cease-fire" as well as the delay
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"Do you think it will rain
soon?" a youngster asked the
old-timer The old fellow
snorted:" When God was
ruruan. our country I could
always predict the weather
right. Now that the government
is running it. nobody can predict
nothing."

Supper Meeting Tuesday

The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have a potluck supper for
members and their guests on
Tuesday, February 20, at 6:30
p.m. in the clubhouse. The
telephone committee will
American Opinion Research contact members as to what
found in a poll that while the type of dish to bring.
The Music Department
majority
of
students,
professors and citizens believe Chorus will sing and other
business makes 28 per cent musical numbers will be
profit on sales the U.S. presented by members of the
Department of Commerce department.
Tickets will be available at
reports that in 1971, business
profits for all industries was the meeting for the Style Show
only 1.92 per cent High school which will be given March 13,
at the University School
teachers i all college graduates
when polled said that 52 per Auditorium at 7:30 pm
Hostesses for the evening will
cent of the national income went
to owners of business. Actually be Mrs. Charles Moffett, Mrs.
employees received the major Dale Nance, Mrs. John C.
share of the national in- Winter, Mrs. Dan Miller, Mrs.
come...75.6 per cent. Owne-s Don Robinson, Mrs. Tommye
received 20 per cent. The Taylor, Mrs. James Owen, and
remaining 44 per cent was Mrs. Vernon Shown,
plowed back into the business
for modernization and expansion. These are averages of
course, and the amount plowed
back varies widely with different businesses.

of the four-party Joint Military
Commission in becoming fully
operative "has presented the
ICCS With serious problems in
meeting its obligations."
"In spite of the unsatisfactory conditions which exist as a
result of the parties to the
Paris agreement having failed
up to now to abide by the
agreement, the ICCS, in the
spirit of cooperation and unanimity which has characterized
its activities up to now, and in
the performance of its duties
and -ObTniations under the protocol covering the ICCS, has decided to proceed to the deployment of its teams at the subregional level, to the points of
entry and to the demilitarized
Gauvin said mobile commission teams have already witnessed cease-fire violatons but
were in no position to investigate "because of the continued fighting."
The Saigon command reported another 194 Communist
cease-fire violations in the past
24 hours.
The peacekeeping commisSee Truce, Page 121

Bridge Session Will
Be Held At Oaks Club
. - --•
The women of the Oaks
Country Club will have their
regular session of bridge on
Wednesday, February 21, at
9:15 sin. For reservations call
the bridge hostess, Mrs Max
Walker, 753-4517, before
Tuesday noon.
Winners last week were
Kathryn Outland, high. Joyce
Thomas, second high, and Ada
Sue Roberts low.

iSee Seen Si Heard, Page 12)

John Houston Will
Give Recital Here
On Tuesday Evening
John Houston, grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Houston of
Almo Route One, will be
presented in a piano-concerto
recital on Tuesday, February
20, at eight p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building, Murray
State University.
Houston, a student of Marie
Taylor, will be playing a Rathmaninoff work, "Rhapsody On
A Theme of Pagannini," at the
recital.
Also appearing on the
program will be John Tuthmuller and Alice Hopper, both
voice students at Murray State
University.
The public is invited to attend
the recital. There will be no
admission charge.
KIRKSEY BOARD
The Executive Board of the
Kirksey Unit of the ParentTeacher Association will meet
Wednesday, February 21, at
1:30 p.m. in the home of Mrs.
Ralph Darnell Mrs. Edward
Willie, president, urges all
members to attend the meeting.

The Weather
Partly cloudy through Tuesday Lows tonight in the upper
20s, slightly cooler 'Tuesday
with higher in the mid to upper
40s. Wednesday cloudy with
chance of showers.
Outlook Wednesday through
Friday: Chance of showers
Wednesday, ending Thursday.
Mostly cloudy and colder Friday. Highs in the 408 and low
50s Wednesday, lowering to the
30s Friday. Lows generally in
the 30s Wednesday and Thursday, dropping to the 20s Friday

Bread cast upon the waters
during the past year by
Calloway County residents in
the form of charitable donations
are now returning as blessings.
So are various other expenditures made by them, such
as for local and state taxes, for
doctors' bills and the like.
To people who are going over
preliminary to working up their
Income tax returns, the outlays
of yesterday are the tax
deductions of today

MURRAY HIGH WINS—The Murras High School Speech Club woo the regional competition in the
one-act play division, held Saturdas at Murray State. Left to right, front row, Scott Willis and Jana
Jones, who received the outstanding actor and actress awards. Second roe Mary Besbear, director,
Ken Grogan, who gave the introduction. Barbara Kemper, Johnny Cannon. Martha McKinney and
Lezlee Bartholoms Third Row,Lam Robinson. All of the players received all-star cast certificates.
The cast will noo represent this region at the state led l March 2-3.

Recovery, Inc. Helps Former
Mental Patients To Readjust
By DOROTHY ROGERS
"I feel like a more selfconfident individual who has
learned to cope with life in a
healthy way," is how Jan, a 27
year oid housewife and mother,
describes the benefits she has
gained from the Murray
chapter of Recovery, Inc.
Before joining Recovery, a nonprofit, non-sectarian, nonpolitical organization for
persons with nevrous or
problems, Jan was a chr
sufferer from tenseness,
anxiety and severe depressi n.
During a twelve year per
she, was hospitalized th-ee
times.
"In those days, marked
Jan, "My typical reaction to a
problem was an overwhelming
feeling of helplessness. I would
just give up, call my husband
home from work to assume the
responsibilities, and go to bed.
But now with my Recovery
training in self-help techniques,
I am able to function as a
mature person. I no longer have
the torturing fears of a possible
mental collapse."

Jan • story' is typical of many
others who, after years of
nervous or mental illness, have
achieved emotional stability
in
participation
through
Recovery The purpose of the
organization, founded in 1937 by
the late Dr. Abraham A. Low,
neuro-psychiatrist at the
University of Illinois, is to
prevent relapses and chrorucay
in former nervous or mental
patients
Recovery does not try to
compete with or replace the
physician Members do riot
attempt to diagnose each other
or to give any kind of medical
advice. Rather, Recoverycaffers
techniques for helping the
Patient act on the insights he
has gained from therapy or

Log House
Burns Today
Mrs. Ruth Blackwood, right, accepts the plaque as -Outstanding Citizen of the Year" from Mrs. Loretta Jobs on behalf of
the Alpha Omicron Chapter of Tau Phi Lambda Woodmen of the
World sorority. This annual award was presented at a luncheon
at the Colonial House Smorgasbord.

Mrs. Blackwood Named For
Special Award For Year
• Mrs. Ruth Blackwood was recently named by the Alpha
Omicron Chapter of Tau Phi Lambda Woodmen of the World
sdi•ority for their annual award of "Outstanding Citizen of the
Year."
The chapter presented the award to Mrs. Blackwood, widow of
Roger Blackwood, at a luncheon held at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. The surprise presentation was made by Mrs.
I,oretta Jobs.
Mrs. Blackwood, native of Calloway County. graduated from
Murray Training School, and later took further business school
training. She is employed as bookkeeper at Western Kentucky
Stages, Inc.
The Murray woman is now serving as vice-chairman of the Zeta
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. She is a member of the
Board of Directors of the Quota Club of Murray precinct chairman of the Democratic Women's Club, vice-president of the
Woodrnan Grove of Murray, and a member of the executive
council of the Woodmen of Murray. She was a charter member of
Tau Phi Lambda and served as president.
Mrs. Blackwood is a menaber of the Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ where she teaches a class of high school girls. She has
sponsored a "Teens Who Care" project and works regularly with
elderly widows in various projects.
The honored woman bowls regularly and has recently taken up
tennis. She enjoys decorating her home at 203 South 8th Street.
She has done some writings and poetry. She has one daughter,
Regina, married to Ronald Baker of Nashville, Tenn,, who is
associated with the Rus.senville• Ford Company, and they have
one daughter, Tiffany, age three.
Mrs. Blackwood says she feel it is a great privilege to be a
citizen of the United States. She further said there just aren't
enough hours in the day to do all the things she would like to do for
other people.

•
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The two story log house,
owned by the Dickerson family,
was completely destroyed by
fire this morning about 1:30,
according to the Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad who
arrived at the scene at) 45 a.m.
Rescue Squad members said
the roof of the house had
already collapsed when they
arrived at the scent' The house
was not occupied ni,w and the
fire was discovered by a
passing motorist who stopped at
one of the neighbor's houses to
call for help.
The house was located just
north of the four lane section of
U. S. Hlighway 641 North. The
house, made completely of logs,
had recently been covered with
aluminum siding and other
remodeling; on the inside of the
home had been completed.
Rescue member, used the
booster to keep the fire from
spreading to nearby fields and
buildings, and remained on the
scene until thret o'clock this
morning.
Answering the call were Ed
Jennings, Bernard Steen, Lyle
Pridemore, Mike Farley, Hal
Rogers, Charles Tubbs, Max
Dowdy, Jerry' Edwards, Jerry
McCoy, Gordon Wirt, Phil
Owens, Steve Kemp, and Jim
Willtinsori,
SESSIONS CANCELLED
Practice sessions for the
Women's Auxiliary of the
Lodge,
Moose
Murray
scheduled for tonight, February
19, and next Monday, February
:26, have been cancelled.

Lakeuilomecoming
To Be Held Friday
Calloway County High School
hold its basketball
homecoming Friday, February
23, and will honor the
graduating class of 1969.
The last game of the season,
the Lakers will host Christian
County for the Homecoming.
The queen will be crowned
before the varisty game. The
1969 class will be recognized at
the half of the varsity game.
A reception for the class
members and spouses will be
held following the game in the
cafeteria
The Calloway County Beta
Club is sponsoring a mum sale.
Orders may be placed at the
school, or may be made to any
Beta Club member. The mums
are $2.25 each, and orders must
be placed by Wednesday
morning, a club spokesman
said.

will

counseling. Each member who
needs professional help is expected to follow the authority of
and to cooperate with his
other
and-or
physician
professionals at all times
The group is made up entirely
of lay persons, all of whom have
suffered from emotional or
mental illness. "At first," said
Dorothy, who has participated
in Recovery for two years, "I
was skeptical of the idea of
former patients helping each
other I was afraid it would be a
(See Recovery, Page 12)

Harry Brown Is
Candidate For
4th Magistrate
William Harry Brown, Route
One Hardin, has filed for the
office of Magistrate of District
Four, according to Marvin
Harris, County Court Clerk.
Brown is married to the
former Virginia Lyles. Both are
natives of Calloway County.
Brown is the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey Brown, and
Mrs. Brown is the dauthter of
Mr. and Mrs. Weldon 1.yles of
Benton Route Three.
The Browns have two sons,
Charles of Peoria, Ill., and
Lornan Dale of Akron, Ohio.
Brown, who attended Hardin
High School, has been employed
at National Carbide in Calvert
City for the past 17 years.
Brown faces opposition in
District Four from Charles
Edward Windsor, Charles Dan
Bazzell, and Henry M Young.

New York Brass Quintet
ppear Here on Friday
The New York Brass Quintet,
which will appear in Murray on
riday February 23 at 8:15 p.m
at the Murray State University
auditorium, is the only ensemble of its kind concertizing
regularly throughout the world.
The concert is being presented
by the Murray Civic Music
Association.
Each member of the group,
formed over 15 years ago, is a
graduate of a top-flight conservatory, and each has
acquired both enormous experience and enviable prestige
as individual performer in
orchestras headed by such
notables as Stokowski, Reiner,
Stravinsky, CasaLs and Bernstein.
Yet these superbly trained
players felt a need to express
themselves as individuals
rather than participants in a
large orchestral body. With a
unique sound that can be obtained only from their particular brass combination—two

trumpets, a trombone. French
horn, and tuba—they have
created a "new world"
renaissance in the -old world"
from of brass chamber music.
since the
Realizing that
Second World War there had
been a rapid growth of interest
in brass music, the five instrumentalists decided to form
a team to recreate both the
older Renaissance and Baroque
music for brasses, and to
establish a new chamber music
for themselves To this end they
have succeeded admirably.
The New York Brass Quintet
has achieved an amazing
record. Since its inception, the
ensemble has played for over
one hundred thousand children
in the East, has made
educational films, has concerlized extensively throughout
North America and Europe, and
has recorded several of the
works that have been composed
especially for the group.

THE NEW YORK BRASS QUINTET is scheduled to appear at the Murray State University
auditorium on Friday, Feltruary• n at 8:15 p.m. as the next presentation of the Murray Civic Music
Association. Left to right are: Robert Nagel,trumpet, Allan Dean,trumpet; Thompson Hanks, tuba;
Paul Ingraham, French horn; and John Swallow, trombone.

„. How much do these deductions amount to normally? What
have other people who itemize
their duductions and are in
similar income brackets been
listing for charities, medical
expenses and such?
Answers to these questions,
information
upon
based
provided by the Internal
Sesames, balm baea
prepared by the Commerce
Clearing House, specialist in
tax law.
They show that most families
in the United States that have
earnings of the size reported by
the average family living in
Calloway County list deductions
of $1,780, equal to 22 percent of
their income
In general, it is found, it
ranges from 16 to 25 percent of
adjusted gross income. The
percentage is higher among
those in the lower brackets and
lower for those with large inCOMCS

Local families with an income
of $7,000 to $8,000, for example,
would have a deduction of 23
percent if they conformed to the
average, wheras those at the
$15,000 to $20.000 level would be
taking 17 percent.
Nationally, for those with
earnings equal to the average
See Tax, Page 121

Seven Named
To Easter Seal
Campaign Here
Seven people have been appointed to the Calloway County
Easter Seal campaign committee by Lloyd Jacks, county
ehe4ffIleft,-41 the annual drive to
raise money to help children
and adults crippled by many
("SUM'S.

Named by Jacks, associate
professor of agriculture at
Murray State, are
J Matt Sparkman, retired
vice president for student affairs at Murray State,
treasurer; Max Brandon,
cashier at Peoples Bank of
Murray, special gifts chairman; Charlie Lassiter, director
of pupil personnel for Calloway
County Schools, school safety
chairman; Mrs. N. P. Paschall,
ladies' county communities
chairman; Dwain McIntosh,
director of public information at
Murray
State,
publicity
Mrs. Judy
chairman; and
Rayburn and Eddie Hunt,
campus housing supervisors,
special events co-chairmen.
Jacks expressed gratitude
"for the unselfishness of these
people who are willing to devote
their time and energy to helping
others." He said several special
events are planned during the
course of the campaign through
Easter Sunday, April n.
Noting that campus groups
will be involved in some of the
key special events projects,
Jacks said the names of
students who are serving as
organizers will be announced
when the dates for the projects
are released.
"Helping handicapped people
lives
productive
lead
through the special care and
treatment made possible by
Easter Seal dollars is a
satisfying experience," commented Jacks, who is heading
the drive in the county for the
second successive year. "And I
want to thank those who have
volunteered to become involved."
Contributions of more than
$3,900 to the Easter Seal
campaign in :Calloway County
last year were the highest in the
50-year history of Easter Seals
In Kentucky.
Serving as the state Faster
Seal campaign chairman this
year, also for the second consecutive year,is Thomas P. Bell
of Lexington, attorney and wellknown sports official,
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Inaugural Should Pay Its Way
BM-Ade-asters- and'-publishers throuVinut the
country are being asked by the 1973 Presidential
Inauguration Committee for free time and space to
promote the sale of commemorative medals and
other memorabilia. In our view, this is regrettable.
It is one thing, to seek support for public information needs—stop forest fires, curb drug abuse,
etc.—but quite another to promote the sale of goods
--meHterrieen-vrhielt:
accrue to the profit of private entrepreneurs. And
that seems to be what is happening, at least in part,
with some of the items which the inaugural committee hopes to promote with contributed time and
space. Franklin Mint, for example. which supplies
the silver commemorative medals promoted in
some of the public service ads, has already contributed $1.000.000 to the committee. Presumably it
expects that these public service ads are going to
sell a substantial number of medals.
It should be understood that the inauguration itself
is financed from appropriated public funds, as it
should be. The profit from the sale of the
memorabilia is to be used to help meet a $4,000,000
budget for parades and social events. The sale of
these materials is a sensible way of raising money
for what are essentially quasipublic events, and we
are confident there is a large market for the
meaningful and attractive items the committee is
offering. At the same time, we feel any organizationgovernment or otherwise-which offers merchandise
for sale ought to pay for the advertising, just as it
pays for materials, salaries and other services.Advertising Age.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE

Mrs. Eulala Duncair. age 47. died yesterday at her
home.
Alfred. Q. Ward electronics technician second
class, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Ward, is
-serving aboard- The---tank- -landing ship, IISS
Snohomish County at San Diego. California.
Enrollment at Murray State College for the second
semester is a record 3565 students, 140 more than it
had ever enrolled for the spring semester before.
Cloys Hobbs of the Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association showed.AIMS of his travels in
Russia at the Sweetheart Banquet held by the Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

2.0 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

The home of Mr. and Mrs. Purn Nance, about two
miles west of Midway. was completely destroyed by
fire the night of February 16.
Clegg Austin, John Paul Butterworth, and Melvin
Deweese, Murray State College medical students,
are pictured with one of their teachers, Dr. Liza
Spann. Austin and Deweese will enter the University
•of Louisville Medical School and Butterworth will
. enter the University of Tennessee Medical School.
E.F. Settleehas been named chairman of the Heart
Fund Drive for Calloway County, according to Glenn
Doran, chairman of the local Heart Association.
, Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. John
Dunn on February 12, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hewlett
Cooper on February 14, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Todd on February 15.

Bible Thought for Today
!My help cometh from the Lord
heaven and earth. —Psalm 121:2.
•

-

which

made

It is foolish to rely upon foreign alliances,
economic hand-outs, and our self-assumed rights.
' The only unfailing source of help is in the Lord God.

Isn't It The Truth!
bY Carl Itiblet, Jr.
What has been the worst of all the four-letter
. words that we have been using to abuse or complain
with is now becoming more-mentionable as bicycles
and sidewalks, become popular. The word is "W-a-l•-,10.".The exclamation point is editorial comiftent.
"I have two doctors, my left leg,
and my right."
—Anonymous

Coffee C
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NOAA Plans 1973 Deployment Of
Electronic 'Tornado Detectors'
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l'IMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

By University ol
County Extension
For Home Econa
Tip on Fitting Pam
the pieces are cut and
fold each front and bac
wrong sides together.
the crease firmly.
crease points to the fir!
dart. The back crease
the crotch. When you
first fitting, check to b
creases hang straigh
slants in, raise the pa;
waistline on that side
crease hangs correc
happens because the
are not exactly the
Dean Roper, Cot
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Pt
2334.

After obtaining what scien- of 3.16 megaHertz )3.16 million that produced tornadoes, about
tists call ''positive results" cycles per second) for two 20 bursts per minute.
The 15 units logged a total of
during the 1972 tornado season, threshold levels corresponding
the U.S. Commerce Depart- to signal amplitudes expected more than 66,000 operating
ment's National Oceanic and at ranges out to 30 kilometers hours, with outages of about
Administration (19 miles) and 70 kilometers 143 3,000 hours , about 4.5 per cent)
Atmospheric
caused by interference and
will continue its experimental miles) from the instrument.
deployment of electronic
According to William I.. equipment malfunction.
Preliminary data analysis
"tornado detectors" during the Taylor who leads the project for
1973 season.
Propagation indicated there were 542
Wave
the
electromagnetic responses by
The project is conducted by Laboratory, the instruments
the equipment during the 1972
electromagnetic
an
measure
the
Wave
Propagation
season. These were correlated
in
processes
of
"signature"
Laboratory, one of NOAA's
with the Severe Weather
Boulder, Colo.—based En- cloud systines where tornadoes
Reports from the National
than
rather
occur,
to
likely
are
vironmental
Research
Severe Storms Forecast Center
Laboratories, in conjunction the presence of tornadoes
in Kansas City. Equipment
with NOAA's National Weather themselves.
responses which appeared to
"Ls
notes,
he
work,"
"Our
Service and its National Severe
correspond to the severe storm
Wave
other
to
similar
Storms Forecast Center in
Laboratory activity within 70 kilometers of
Propagation
Kansas City, Mo.
projects. We're trying to the instrument-41 tornadoes,
During the 1973 tornado
ways that 30 funnel clouds, 54 hail storms,
measure, in
season instruments will be
meteorologists can put to use, 60 windstorms, and 507 local
installed at National Weather
the interactions between at- thunderstorms—were examinService stations in Amarillo,
mospheric events and various ed to measure whether and how
Lubbock, and Fort Worth
regions of the electromagnetic well, the method workei
(Carswell Air Force Base),
Vssitnull; that a burst-rate of
energy spectrum. The tornado
Tex.; Oklahoma City and Tulsa.
work is based on the numerous more than 20 per minute inTIT etretrtrat, -dtratect. tornadir zrettettr---theMemphis. Tenn.- Jackson, OtSerealtimS*
reported in con- instrument would have warned
phenomena
Miss.; Tampa, Fla.; Grand
nection with tornadic thun- against 73 per cent of the torIsland, Nebr.; DesMoines,
and with data we nadoes. It would also have inderstorms,
Iowa; Topeka and Wichita,
been obtaining from ex- dicated about 40 per cent of the
have
Kans.; Springfield and St.
periments over the past few funnel cloud storms as tornadic,
Louis, Mo. These sites lie along
and 27 per cent of the hail and
years.
"tornado alley," the curved
we are measuring here windstorms as possibly tor"What
seasonal path followed by the
is apparently one symptom— nadic. Only 6.5 per cent of the
center of maximum frequency
the electrical one—of what local thunderstorms would have
of United States tornadoes.
might be called a storm's produced false alarms.
The tornado sensors are tornado syndrome, rather than
"It should be emphasized,"
boys-'
can,
watering
a
than
more
'We may need
receivers tuned to a frequency a signal generated by the tor- Taylor says, "that these results
nado itself. We've been zeroing are preliminary and that a
in on this signal for several more complete analysis must
years now and, in 1972, felt wait for the full storm record
ready to field 15 instruments to when it becomes available from
Storm
Data
see what kind of results we NOAA's
According to Boyle
Publication. Probably some of
would get."
Based on earlier ex- the
reported
tornadoes
By Anthony Harrigan
perimental results, the in- associated with the lower burst
IXICUTIVI vICZ Plan:nee
struments installed in "tornado rates will not be confirmed, and
alley" in 1972 were tuned to a this will tend to increase the
Council
Southern States Industrial
region of the spectrum where percentage of tornadoes for
of
growth
mushrooming
WINSTON SALEM, N. C.—The
certain types of storms which warnings were indicated.
bureaucracies is one of the most serious problems facing the
generate high-rate bursts of Also, some additional tornadoes
United States. With the increase in the number of governmental
electromagnetic energy. will probably appear that
society
of
sectors
wealth—creating
workers, the burden on the
Moderate thunderstorms correspond to high burst-rate
By HAL BOYLE
to you? Do you suddenly see all grows heavier.
produce an average burst rate periods, and this will tend to
NEW YORK AP) — To all the errors of your ways, and
Dr. Gordon Tullock. director of the Center for Studies of
of about three per minute, decrease the percentage of false
the people in the world who will reform and become saint? Public Choice at Virginia Polytechnic Institute, analyzed the
se0ere storms with related hail alarms.
Carolina
be 62 years old this month,
worsening bureaucratic mess in a speech at the North
Na, indeed)'. mdeedy!
"Given what we have now
and wind damage produce
greetings!
The truth is that on your 62nd Conservative Society Symposium in this city.
about 10 'bursts per minute, think it is fair to say we're on
Dr.
century,
last
the
over
government
of
growth
Congratulations, fellow survi- birthday you wake up pretty
the
Tracing
severe storms associated with the traek • of something imvors. How are you doing?
much the same fellow you put pullock noted that in 1902 the government operations accounted
funnel clouds, about 13 bursts portant, but that we have a way
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At 62, another birthday -reached another milestone of the country are in the civil seryice—that is, in the employ of one
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Coffee Cup
Chatter

To add a feeling of space to a
small setting room, use a glass
top coffee table with glass
accessories. The "it's there but
I don't see it" furniture gives
visual space but usable space
when needed to set drinks, etc.
The viewer sees the entire
center design unbroken by
furniture lines. -Mildred W.
Potts, LaCenter, Ky. 42056.
Phone: 665-4671.

Junior And Senior 4-H Clubs Of Faxon
School See Demonstrations At Meetings

Lowery and McGee Vows To Be Read

By University of Ky.
County Extension Agent
For Home Economics
Tip on Fitting Pants-After
the pieces are cut and marked,
fold each front and back in half,
wrong sides together. Press in
the crease firmly. The front
crease points to the first pleat or
dart. The back crease stops at
the crotch. When you have the
first fitting, check to be sure the
creases hang straight. If ooe
slants in, raise the pants at the
waistline on that side until the
crease hangs correctly. This
happens because the two hips
are not exactly the same. Dean Roper, Courthouse,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Phone: 2472334.
An ingenious item for the
home sewer who likes to use top
stitching but has trouble
keeping the rows straight is now
on the market. It is a 44" wide
adhesive backed tape and ruled
into various widths to use as a
guide for straight stitching.
This tape can also be helpful for
zipper applications, for minor
,patwraalterations,(or,innritinc
the right and wrong se of
fabric and for buttons and
buttonhole placement. You will
find it at the notion counters of
your local stores. --Catherine'
C. Thompson, Hickman, Ky.
42050 Phone: 236-2351.
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Ear-piercer refuses
if children are unwilling
DEAR ABBY: I am one of those "ear-piercers" at a
department store, so naturally I %'it interested in the letter
from the shopper who was appalled by the screams of a
terrified child whose mother held her down while her ears
were being pierced. I, too, am firmly opposed to piercing
the ears of a frightened, unwilling child
My only screamer was a two-year-old whose father told
me that if I didn't pierce his daughter's ears, HE would do
it himself with a pair of pliers! Visualizing the possibility
of infection and a ragged, uneven job. I foolishly pierced
the child's ears, and her screams could be heard all over
the store.
Since then, I always tell the child it will "pinch" a
little, and unless the child herself submits willingly, I refuse to do it
I also tell the mother that if there is any fuss after the
first ear is pierced, the child will go home with one earring
in her ear, and the other one in Nlommy's hand This is
usually enough to deicourege the most eethusiastic =then:MRS E. W. B.
DEAR MRS. B.: I received mans letters protesting the
practice of piercing little girls' ears, but a Maryland physician wrote: "What's all this fuss about piercing a tittle
girl's ear lobe? Its nothing compared to the barbaric practice of routinely circumcising little buys. The claim that it
is necessary for hygenic reasons is absurd. I was a victim
of this ancient, savage rite and I resent it to this day. If
nay parents were alive, I would sue theta!"
Well, doctor, they're lucky they're no longer here. It
might KILL them.

Miss Christy Diane Lowery
Mrs. Juanita Miller of Hot Springs, Ark., announces the
engagement of her daughter, Christy Diane Lowery of Nashyille,Tenn., to James Kermit McGee,son of Mrs. Elsie McGee of
Louisville and the late Seamon R. McGee.
Miss Lowery is a graduate of Murray State University, where
she majored in drama and speech. She is a member of Sigma
Sigma Sigma sorority, and Alpha Psi Omega national dramatics
fraternity.
Mr McGee attended Sullivan's Business College for one year
before coming to Murray, where he will graduate in May, with a
degree in accounting.
The couple plans a May 5th wedding. After their honeymoon
they will be living in Louisville, where Mr. McGee will be employed as an accountant with Ernst and Ernst Accounting Firm

Ma;

DEAR ABBY I'm a cigar smoker from way back, and
for years I have been trying to find a source for a quality
cuter, but so far I've been unsuccessful. I am looking for
one that would sell for 50 cents to $2 The cigar Geirge
Burns smokes on TV appears to be the kind for which I am
looking You are my last hope. How can I find out what
brand it is. and where to get it'
D W. H

SAVE ON ELECTRIC BILLS
WITH INSULATION-Can you
save on your electric bill by
improving the insulation of your
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
home? Many electric co-ops and
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other power suppliers say you
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lbs—Cammunity Education
Recommended amounts of Lane, at seven pin.
meeting for all nurses will be at
Insulation are sLx Inches overGuest recital by Dr. Maurice 7:30 p.m. in the Conference
the ceiling, 3,-2 inches plus a
vapor barrier in outside walls, Hinson, pianist, and Dr Jay room at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Dr. Clegg
and 2 inches and a vapor barrier Wilkey, baritone, Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary, Austin will be speaker.
under the floor.
has
been
According to the experts, the Louisville,
vapor barrier should always be rescheduled at 8:30 p.m. at the
Wednesday, February 21
placed toward the room side of Farrell Recital Hall, Murray
Ladies day luncheon will be
the structure. Other methods State University.
served at the Murray-Calloway
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are to caulk around door and Hardin United
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outside doors, close
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studies show that older persons
Club will meet at the home of
Faith Doran Circle of the Mrs. Baron Palmer at seven
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they grow older. They may lose First United Methodits Church p.m.
a certain degree of speed in Women will meet at the home of
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United Methodist Women of
them to learn, but for the most 8th Street, at two p.m.
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part, their accumulated wisdom
meet at the church at seven
Dorothy Group of the First
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Methodist Women will meet at
the church at one p.m.
Toastmasters will meet at
Triangle Inn at 6:45 a.m.
The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
r
The J.N. Williams Chapter
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the club
house for a dinner meeting with No. 805 of the United Daughters
husbands and guests. Hostesses of the Confederacy will have a
will be Mesdames Charles coffee at the home of Mrs. John
Moffett, Dale Nance, John C. J. Livesay, New Concord,at ten
Winter, Dan Miller, Pon a.m. W.A. Smith will be the
Robinson, Tommye Taylor, speaker.
James Owen, and Vernon
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DEAR D. W. H.: Let's let George do it. Confidential to
George: Please write Mae lean of t.. . TtmenI and tell
me what George Burns Imes. And whoa your pusher?
—
DEAR ABBY: I met a fellow who wants to marry me,
but one thing turns me off. He has neglected his teeth
something awful How can I get him to a dentist without
hurting his feelings?
TURNED OFF
DEAR TURNED: Don't pussyfoot. Say: **Darting,
love you, but before we see a preacher. you MUST see a
dentist!" And keep after him until he does. II'. S Don't
worry about his feelings. His health is more Important-I
DEAR ABBY Maybe this is kind of childish. but I still
like to be surprised on Christmas morning
I've been married for three years, and every year my
husband and I have the same argument He asks me what
I want for Christmas, and I always say, "Surprise me!"
Then he says he would rather get me something he is sure
wet, and we have thill sante hassle all crver again
I do a lot of "hinting during the year, but he never
ms La catch on.
.wrons,z1Lchullesiglai. _
out and tell him what I want, but if you say he's wrong, I'll
pin yosm,answer to his nose next year.
--LOCES SURPRISE
DEAR LIKES: How your husband's batting si,erage,
U you are pleased with his gifts. continue to let hom surprise
you. But if his taste is from hunger, either throw broader
hints, or tell him what you want_

FBIRTHSj
Hale Boy
Mr. and Mrs Jimmy Hale of
Hazel Route One are the
parents of a baby boy, Bradley
Shawn, weighing seven pounds
ten ounces, born on Wednesday,
February 14, at 11:53 it,m. at the
Murray.Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed at
the General Tire and Rubber
Company
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jess Hale of Hazel and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Harrison of
Great
Nashville,
Tenn.
grandparents are Mrs. Boyd
Mays of Parsons, Tenn., and
Mrs. Hawley Hale of Murray.

The Faxon 4-H Club met Safety Program.
Booklets on "Speak Up" were
Monday, February 12, at 3:15 at
the school. It was decided that given out and all Senior
due to such a large group, they members were urged to write a
would divide the group into a speech and be ready to give it at
Junior Club and a Senior Club. the next regular meeting on
The 4th and 5th grades, the Monday, March 12.
A Community Rally will be
Junior Club, met in Mrs. Dium's
4th Grade Room. In the absence held this year at the school. All
of officers Mrs. Pat Crawford, 4-H members are urged to be
Community Leader, presided. ready to take part. This will
The group said the 4-H Pledge consist of a style show,
and the Pledge of Allegiance. speeches, demonstrations and
Mrs. Crawford made an- exhibits. The County-Wide
nouncements concerning up- Rally will be Saturday, April 14.
Other project leaders present
coming events. Her son, Dennis,
gave a very informative were Mrs. Robert Strode, Mrs.
electrical demonstration on Dale Jones, Mrs. Howard
as-sembling a pin-up lamp. The Morgan, Mrs. Randall Unkits for these lamps may be derhill and Mrs. J. R. Jones.
purchased through the County
The meeting adjourned at
Extension Office for $5.00 by 4.30 p.m.
anyone who would like to
assemble this as part of their
electrical project.
ay
An announcement was made
Barbara Jewell
of the County-wide Rifle Safety
interested
Program
and
FLOWER FROM
students were signed up. This
THE ANDES
The Pennyloafers 4-H Club
will be conducted on Saturdays
met at the home of Mrs. Harold
The Ismene is a beautiful
by the local Army Reserve Unit.
Fones, Friday, February 9, at lily-like flower which were
Dates and times will be an- four o'clock
transplanted to the United
in the afternoon. States from thc great Andes
nounced later.
officese -mere- ittfnlittn`a
inThOUth XThinct
atemonstrations on TábIé
these flowers grow best in the
chosen:
setting will be given by Tina
of the SoutheastPresident, Beverly McKinsy; warm climateStates,
since they
ern United
Sheppard, Laura Morgan and
vice-president,
Tammi
Crouse;
come from a temperate climate
Regina Underhill at the next
secretary-Kathy Black;
The Ismene blooms are readregular monthly meeting,
treasurer, Laura Fones; ily recognizable. The blooms
Monday, March 12. Mrs.
end in a ragged line, making it
reporter,
Jane
Greer; appear that someone has torn
Crawford will be meeting with
devotional leader, Terry Mc- off approximately one third of
both Junior and Senior Club
Dougal; song leader, Paula the bloom The summer-flowmembers who have signed up
,ring Ismene is often used to
Cavitt.
form garden borders.
for an electrical project, for the
Regina Darnall and Ricky
Flowers are something to be
next three Monday afternoons
Mlller, were elected to be admired by all people. Have
at the school at 3:15. Each one is
ever heard anyone say
you
responsible for the flag pledges.
they disliked flowers? Let flowto bring 50 cents for supplies.
The leaders of the Penny 4-H ers he your next gift to someAll project books were
Club are Mrs Bud Gibbs, Mrs. “ne ,pecial Call us when you
distributed to those students
James Miller and Mrs. Harold need flowers
who had not previously received
Fones.
one.
The next meeting will be held
The Senior 4-H Club met in
February 23, at four p.m at the
Mrs. Lassiter's 6th Grade
home of Mrs. Jones. The 4-H
Miller,
Room.
Brenda
12th at Poplar st
Variety Show will be discussed,
president, presided. The group
7234100
according to Jane Greer
said the 4-H Pledge and the
reporter.
Pledge of Allegiance. In the
absence of the secretary, the tere*WW************W*****er*#Vt***
*
minutes and roll call were not
*
*
given.
*
*
Fred Gillum, 4-H Agent, gave *
*
an informative demonstration *
*
*
on how to repair an electrical *
cord. He also told the group the *
*
boxed candy would be sold *
*
agent this year by the 4-H Clubs *
*
:
and should bs here in about two *
*
weeks. A number of nice. prizes *
*
will be given again thLs year. *
*
Mrs. Roszella Williams, *
*
*
*
Community Leader, made *
*
announcements concerning *
*
*
*
upcoming events. Project
*
books, for those who had not
Pre-VIOUSly gotten them, were
distributed. Interested students
were sigria up 17)r The Rifle -*

Pennyloafers 4-H

tga

Club Has Meeting

Mrs:Thomas Jones •
*
Hostess For Meet
Of Church Women

—

"Human Need: For Ala
ceptance” was the theme of OW
program presented by Mrs. W..
Edd Glover at the meeting of
the Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of the North Pleasant
Grove Church held on Thursday, February 8. at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
home of Mrs. Thomas Jones on
South Twelfth Street.
The opening prayer was led
by Mrs. Margaret Nell Boyd,
vice-president, who presided in
the absence of the president,
Mrs. Nix Crawford, who was
away on vacation.
Present were Mrs. Glover,
Mrs. Boyd, Mrs. Jones, Mrs.
Merritt Lawson, and Mrs
Glyco Wells.
The evening concluded with
delicious, refreshments being
Mrs. Dudley Burton
served by the hostess.
-Valentine Queen
The next meeting will be held
Doran,
Joe
by Mr. and Mrs
Thursday, March 8, at seven
vocalists, with a program of
p.m at the home of Mrs.
The super pant suit from Jonathan Logan. This
love songs
Merritt Lawson.
time with a special touch for spring. The shirt'
reign
will
Mrs. Burton
ing jacket is simply nipped in at the waist and
throughout the month of
tops a sleeveless stripe overblouse. Wide leg
February as she and her
cuffed pants all in Oacron" polyester.
sorority sisters work as
volunteers for the Kentucky
Eggs do eiv,ht different
Heart Association in Murray
jobs as an ingredient, deand Calloway County. They will
pending on the, nature of
earls dish.
be collecting at the Murray
They Ica)en baked goods.
State University vs. Middle
souffles and omelets, thicken
Tennessee basketball game on
( ustards, puddings and
Saturday eyeing, February 24.
sauces, coat meat, fish and
At the close of the evening, a
poultry to be brelded. bind
lovely red and white flower
ground mixtures such as
arrangement and a Valentine
meat loaves, croquettes and
box of candy was presented to
bread stuffings, retard cryMrs. Burton by her sorority
stallization in CanCes_and
frosting„
.,1 t Iarify soil5 stoa,
sisters.
.gltratiaji anages,rialXds and
Those attending the banquet
main di hes and emulsify
were Messrs and Mesdames
inaydnnAlse and salad tressWillard Alls, Johnny Bohannon,
ings.
Jerry Bolls, Dudley Burton,
Larry Cain, Charles Jenkins,
•
James I.ichtenegger, Pearly a
a
• LMcClure, Andy Rogers, Jack • 05
•
•
Rose, Edward Thomas, Kenny •
•-c
... Goose Fashions•
Thomas, Jack Vaughn, and • 0
la
Bel-Air Shopping:
Murray, Ky.
Mrs. John Paul Nesbitt Special •
•
Center
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Joe •
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Queen By Gamma Gamma Sorority Chapter
Valentine
annual
The
Banquet of the Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi was
held Saturday, February 3, at
the Triangle Inn Restaurant.
Thomas,
Edward
Mrs.
president, gave the welcome
and Jack Rose led the invocation.
The dinner, enjoyed by
members and their husbands,
was in honor of the 1973
Valentine Queen, Mrs Dudley
Burton, Mrs. Burton was
crowned Gamma Gamma
Valentine Queen by last year's
queen, Mrs. Kenny Thomas.
Mrs. Burton, the former Rita
Farris, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. B.K. Farris, Murray.
She graduated from Calloway
County High School in 1969 and
State
Murray
attended
University for three_ years,
majoring in pysehology and
English. On January 27. 1973,
she married Dudley Burton,
also of Murray. Mrs Burton is a
member of the Church of Christ
and attends services with the
New Providence congregation
She is employed by the MurrayCalloway County Hospital
Pharmacy.
Mrs. Burton takes an active
part in her chapter's activities.
She is presently serving as
corresponding secretary and
chairman of ,,the service committee.
As a token of the occasion,
Mrs. Burton was given a black
satin banner with gold lettering
as a gift from M,rs. Thomas.
The Newly Wed Game was
played with gift boxes of candy
being won by Mrs. John Paul
Nesbitt, Mrs. Andy Rogers, and
Mrs. Edward Thomas.
Entertainment was provided

Eggs Can Perform' - Eight Thifferent Jai-

"The Happy Yellow
Store"

LITTLETON'S
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Montreal Holds on to One-Point
Edge For Win Over Maple Leafs
.
By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
As the National Hockey
League season moves into its
final six weeks, the contenders
are finding points tougher and
tougher to accumulate.
The Montreal Canadiens and
New York Rangers, running 1-2
in the NHI.'s East Division,
both had to battle for one-goal
victories Sunday over a pair of
the division's also-cans, the Toronto Maple Leafs and New
York Islanders. Montreal hung
on for a 2-1 decision in a nationally televised game against
the Maple Leafs while the
Rangers just managed a 3-2
victory over the Islanders.
Elsewhere Sunday, Philadelphia rapped Minnesota 5-1,
Buffalo took Pittsburgh 4-1, Los
Angeles trimmed California 4-2
and Boston downed Chicago 4-1.
In the World Hockey AssociAwls
ation
4-1,
downed PlilladeWiiii
peg took Houston 4-2 and Minnesota topped Chicago 74.
In Saturday's NHL action it
was Philadelphia 7, Montreal 6;
Minnesota 5, Boston 2; Toronto
6, New York Islanders 2; St.
Loins 4. Chicago 3; and three
ues, Detroit and Vancouver 2-2;
Atlanta and Los Angeles 3-3;
and Buffalo and Pittsburgh 3-3.
To understand just how much
trouble the Rangers had with
their suburban neighbors, consider that the :Islanders were
able to lift their goalie, using
an extra attacker in a bid for
the tying goal in the final minute. That is a luxury they
haven't experienced often in
their maiden NHL season.
They're not usually only one
goal behind.
"Those are the kind of games
that scare you," shuddered
Emile Francis, general manager-coach of the Rangers.
"We needed that win bad-real
bad "
Montreal was still licking its

wound from a bizarre 7-6 loss
to Philadelphia Saturday night
and the Maple Leafs didn't
yield easily in the nationally
televised game. Jim Roberts
and Steve Shutt scored second
period goals 26 seconds apart
and goalie Ken Dryden, returning to the starting line-up after
a lengthy layoff because of a
back injury, blocked 40 shots.
Rookie goalie Ross Brooks
ran his unbeaten string to nine
games as the Bruins defeated
Chicago. Derek Sanderson
scored his first goal for Boston
since returning from the World
Hockey Association.
Despite a double loss over the
weekend and Philadelphia's two
victories, Chicago maintains a
reasonably comfortable ninepoint bulge at the too of the

West. The Flyers bunched four
goals in the first period and
coasted past Minnesota in a
showdown between the Wald'.
No. 2 and No. 3 teams. ----Buffalo took a three-point
lead over idle Detroit in the
battle for the fourth and final
playoff spot in the East. The
Sabres knocked off Pittsburgh
in a penalty-filled game with
Rene Robert's 36th goal of the
season triggering the victory.
Seven seconds after he scored,
Robert was tossed out of the
game for being the third man
in a fight between Buffalo's
Rick Martin and Bryan Watson
of Pittsburgh.
Los Angeles got two goals
apiece from Frank St. Marseille and Bill Lesuk to knock
off California.

Austin Peay got a big boost
Saturday night, as the Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles
slipped past the Murray State
Racers 81-79, and helped Peay
to a two-game lead in the OVC.
Junior Jim Clemens and
senior Wayne Pack, hotshooting guards for Tech, were
just too much for the Racers, as
the duo combined for 49 points
for the Eagles.
Clemens, a 6-0 guard, ripped
the game-winning jumper with
just three seconds showing, as
the stunned Racers came back
home in a tie for second place
with Morehead.
Murray now stands 7-3 in the
Ohio Valley Conference, neck

Over Utah Stars In ABA Play

Pro Cage
Standings

New York
Memphis

Denver, third in the West Division, eight games behind
frontrunning Utah, led 71-68
after three periods. Then Warren Jabali, who had already
been working pretty steadily,
really turned it on.
He scored 14 of his game-high
31 points in the fourth quarter
and ignited the clinching rally
with a three-point play that
triggered a run of eight
straight points by Denver. Hannum said Jabali "of course was
sensational."
The Cougars, retaining their
four-game East Division lead
over Kentucky, seemingly had
an insurmountable lead built up
against Memphis. But suddenly
the Tams whittled the margin
down to six.
"We had one bad spot in the
third quarter when we relaxed," Carolina Goach Billy
Cunningham said, "but we regrouped and came back
strong." Cunningham had 20
points, 17 assists and 17
rebounds to back up the 27point performance of Mack Calvin.
Wendell Ladner, picked up by
Kentucky from Memphis legit
than a month ago, came off the
bench in the fourth quarter and
struck for five points in just 20
seconds to help the Colonels
past New York

The Conquistadors held a
one-point halftime lead over the
Pacers, but Don Freeman wiped that out personally with
eight quick third-quarter points
that boosted Indiana into a 6963 lead, one which San Diego
never challenged.

1

by the Eagles with the score
tied at 79 apiece. After the ball
burned the nets, the Racers had
two seconds for a desperation
shot of their own.
Sophomore T. C. Jamison
hurled the ball into the MSU
front court, where ace senior
I,es Taylor, who tallied a gamehigh 30 points, tried a jumper
from the top of the circle.
But Taylor's try for 32, and
the Racers' try for a tie, fell off

Austin Peay Now Leading
By Two With Four To Go
Morehead kept pace by thumpBy 10E EDWARDS
-Mg Western --Konimoity- 112-14
AsilliMatedirrestWriter
A two-game lead with four to while Eastern Kentucky tripped
Middle Tennessee 74-58.
pla).
In tonight's games, Austin
That sums up the Ohio Valley
Conference race as Austin Peay invades Tennessee Tech,
Peay, at 9-1, now is ahead of Middle Tennessee is at Moreboth Morehead and Murray, head, Murray is at East Teneach 7-3 in conference play, by nessee and Western Kentucky
at Eastern Kentucky.
two games
The Govs may lead the conAustin Peay, which beat East
Tennessee 89-79 Saturday night, ference, but the schedule for
got a lift from Tennessee Tech, the rest of the season strongly
which dumped Murray 81-79. In favors Morehead. The Eagles
other OVC results Saturday, play three of their last four at
home while Murray plays two
at home and two away and
Austin Peay plays three away
and one at home.
Austin Peay, 19-3 overall,
beat East Tennessee Saturday
night in Johnson City by making 19 of 23 free throws while
the Bucs sank only 7 of 10
though they made one more
field goal, 36-35.
The Goys' Fly Williams, who
Hyndman, Gary Veneruzzo
took a 31.8 scoring average into
and Tom Serviss had the sec- the game, sat out about half
ond period goals that put the
the tussle because of foul
Sharks in control of their game trouble. He finished with 13
at Philadelphia. The goals points and made only five of 15
came in less than nine minutes floor shots.
gd the victory moved Los AnAustin Peay trailed 41-40 at
geles into fourth place in the halftime but scored seven
1V1'IA West. The loss snapped a straight points midway through
five-game home ice winning the second half to take a 67-59
streak for the Blazers.
lead and the Bucs, who fell to
Wayne Connelly and Terry 1-9, got only as close as three
Ryan had two goals apiece as the rest of the way.
"We played about as well as
Minnesota defeated Chicago.
The victory piebsci the Fight- we can play," East Tennessee
ing Saints MO!mond place in Coach Madison Brooks said
1VHX1THICIOUPOIntithead His team outshot the-Gevs, 48
.per cent to 46.7 per cent
Cd Houston.
•-Jim Clemens hit a. 10-foot
Winnipeg roared from behind jump shot with two seconds left
with goals by Milt Black, Chris to push host Tech past Murray.
Bordeleau and Bill Sutherland Wayne Pack scored 29 for Tech
in the final seven minutes to and Clemens 20 while Les Tayovertake Houston.
lor paced Murray with 30.
Tech, which blew a nine-point
lead in the second half and two
BOBSLEDDING
six-point leads in the first half,
LAKE PLACID, N.Y.-Swit- is now 10-10 overall. Murray is
zerland's Rene Stadler cap- 14-6.
tained the four man team that
Morehead used a devastating
sped to a first heat record tim- fast break and shot 57.6 per
ing of I minute, 4.37 seconds cent, making many shots as a
and continued to the 1973 World
result of its running game, in
Championship
beating invading Western Kentucky, which fell to 7-15 overall
. SPEED SKATING
and 3-7 in the OVC. Morehead
DEVENTER, The Nether- is 12-9
overall.
lands-Goeran Claesson of SweIn a televised game from
den won the 10,000-meter race Richmond,
Eastern Kentucky
and went on to the 1973 world
pulled away from Middle Tenspeedskating championship.
nessee late in the game as
W0191N Charles Mitchell scored 22
points. Eastern Kentucky now
is 6-4 and 11-10 while the Blue
Raiders are 3-7 and 10-10.

Second Period Spurt

76ers Win Again; Take
Decision Over Knicks

Associated Press Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA ) AP) The Philadelphia 76ers, the
laughingstock of the National
Basketball Association this season, are beginning to make
even veteran coaches like Red
Holtzman take notice.
"We're a pro basketball team
and now we're playing like a
pro basketball team," veteran
player and rookie Coach Kevin
Loughery• beamed Sunday after
NBA
his 76ers won their third game
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
in four starts, stunning the New
W L Pct G.8.
York Knicks 114-98.
Boston
50 12 806
New York
48 17 738 31,
-Their defense was very good
Buffalo
18 44 290 32
and they switched off really
Philadelphia
759 106 45
well," Holtzman added.
Central Division
Baltimore
40 21 656
The 76ers, who had lost 11
Attanta
1
2
36 29 563 -5/
straight after Loughery sucHouston
24 39. .381 17
Cleveland
1
2 ceeded Roy Rubin as coach last
23 39 .371 17/
Western Conference
month, broke a 20-game losing
Midwest Division
streak Wednesday night with a
Milwaukee
11 29 .688 ehicago
38 23 .623 1/
1
2
106-104 victory over Milwaukee,
K.C.,0mahe
31 36 .443 111
/
2
beat Detroit Friday night and
t. Detroit27 35 .435 16
lost 107-89 to the Knicks SaturPacific Division
Los Angeles
48 14 .771 day night. Philadelphia's
Golden State 37 25 .597 11
record now is 7-59, still worst in
phoenix
9 33 .168 TV
Seattle
20 45 308 29/
1
2
NBA history.
1646'- .258 32
Portland
In Sunday's other NBA
Saturday's Games
New York 107, Philadelphia
games it was Boston 106,
89
Seattle 105; Baltimore 96, MilMilwaukee 111, Kansas City.
waukee 93; Detroit 144, Kansas
Omaha 104
Houston 127, Phoenix 111
City-Omaha 100; Chicago 110,
Los Angeles 110, Portland 103
Houston 99; Cleveland 122, BufBoston 110, Golden State 106
Cleveland 106, Detroit 104
falo 98; Portland 119, Phoenix
Only games scheduled
118, and Atlanta 99, Los AngeSunday's Games
les 92. On Saturday it was MilPhiladelphia 114, New York
98
waukee 111, Kansas CityDetroit 144, Kansas City
Omaha 104; Houston 127, PhoeOmaha 100
Baltimore 96, Milwaukee 93
nix Ill; Los Angeles 110, PortCleveland 122, Buffalo 98
land 103; Boston 110, Golden
Boston 106, Seattle, 105
State 106, and Cleveland 106,
Chicago 110, Houston 99
Portland 119, Phoenix 118
Detroit 104.
Atlanta 99, Los Angeles 92
In Saturdark two American
Mendey's Games
No games scheduled
Basketball Association games it
Tuesday's Games
was Kentucky 112, Virginia 105
Phoenix at Boston
and Utah 115, Dallas 114. On
Kansas City Omaha at But
falo
Sunday it was Kentucky 94,
Cleveland vs. Milwaukee at
New York 85; Carolina 138,
MadisOn, Wis
Portland at New Ydrk
Memphis 114; Denver 109, Utah
Los Angeles at chicaeo
90, and Indiana 118, San Diego
Atlanta at Golden State
Only games scheduled
103.

and neck with Morehead, while
Austin Peay is 9-1 after ripping
Tennessee
89-75
East
Saturday night.
llemens cashed 10 of 14
fielders while Pack ripped 13-17
from the floor The Eagles as a
team ripped 63.3 per cent of
their shots, 38 of 60. The Racers
were close behind with 36 of 61
for a 59 per cent clip.
Clemens' last second shot
came after a minute long stall

"Now we're in every game
physically-but we must get in
each one more cerebrally, too.
Once we do that we'll be rally
tough," said Sonics Coach
Bucky'Buck-waiter.
Seattle was plenty tough for
the Celtics, who needed Don
Nelson's tip-in in the closing
seconds for the victory that enabled them to open a 362-game
Atlantic Division lead over the
Knicks.
Archie Clark, who missed
Baltimore's first 43 games
while holding out for more
money, rounded into shape just
in time for the clash with Milwaukee. He hit a seadln-high 25
points, including two on free
thrbws with five seconds to go
after the Bucks had wiped out
the Bullets' 10-poinlielead.
The Pistons had the best time
in their history in their runaway against Kansas CityOmaha. The 44-point final margin of victory matched the biggest winning spread in their
history.
The Bulls took a
three-point first-period lead and
stretched it to 11 at the half
against the Rockets. Chet Walker had 23 points and Bob Love
added 21 for Chicago.
With Cleveland and Buffalo
tied 34-34 eight minutes into the
second quarter, Austin Carr hit
three straight buckets and the
Cavaliers were ahead to stay.
Carr finished with 28 points for
the Cavs.
The Lakers put on a pair of
furious fourth-quarter surges,
but each time the Hawks were
equal. With Atlanta hanging on
92-92 with 47 seconds to go, Lou
Hudson applied the crusher
with a three-point play. "This
game really got to me,- said
Lakers Coach Bill Sharman. "It
was the worst game of the season for us. We gave it away
with 38 turnovers."

Lifts Sharks To Win
WHA ROUNDUP
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The Los Angeles Sharks have
received an instant return on
their latest trade.
The World Hockey Association Sharks swapped Mike
Byers to New England Friday
in exchange for Mike Hyndman and in his first game for
Los Angeles, Hyndman scored
a goal Sunday.
It was one of three secondperiod goals that lifted the
Sharks to a 4-1 decision- over.
Philadelphia. In other WHA
games Storehry,
topped Chicago 7-5 and Winnipeg downed Houston 4-2
In the National Hockey
League Sunday, the New York
Rangers nipped the New York
Islanders 3-2, Montreal edged
Toronto 2-1, Philadelphia defeated Minnesota 5-1, Buffalo
downed Pittsburgh 4-1, Los Angeles got by Philadelphia 4-2
and Boston whipped Chicago 41,
In Saturday's WHA action, it
was New England 6, Quebec 4;
Ottawa 3, Chicago 1, and Minnesota 7, Cleveland 3. In the
NHL Saturday, Philadelphia
whipped Montreal 7-6, Minnesota downed Boston 5-2, Toronto thumped the New York
Islanders 6-2, St. Louis edged
Chicago 4-3, Detroit tied Vancouver 2-2, Atlanta and Los Angeles tied 3-3 and Buffalo and
Pittsburgh played to a 3-3 tie.

Five Ira
Broken

the rim."We got to the man that cashed a driving layup, his sixth
we wanted to, but just didn't straight point,to trim the deficit
make it," Murray coach Cal to only 30-29 with 5:40 to go
Then, an eight-point spurt
Luther said.
The red-hot Eagles, who regained the lead.
Down by five freshmen Jesse
bagged 76.9 per cent of their
second half shots (20 of 261, Williams opened the streak with
could do little wrong during a a 20-foot jumper. Seconds later,
12-minute drive that erased a after Taylor cashed a driving
nine-point Murray lead and layup after a Coleman steal,
provided an eight-point Eagle center Marcelous Starks added
a layup off a feed from Taylor
advantage.
After vaulting from a 43-40 and Coleman made good a short
halftime lead, the Racers used jumper following a Taylor steal
3))11 minutes to outscore Tech 12- and fast break.
Starks' bucket regained the
6 for that nine-point lead, 55-46.
But,the homestanding Eagles lead at 39-38 and Coleman's
commanded a 33-16 advantage tally gave MSU its widest lead
during the ensuing 12 minutes to. of the half. Taylor cashed a pair
claim a 79-71 lead with 4:29 of free throws following a
jumper by Clemens to provide
remaining.
Pack scored 13 and Clemens the three-point halftime adadded 10 during the blitz. vantage.
Taylor; we10-11t13 or his 111
t1eliiffigtafflristiligtersa-67 lead with a long jumper at the field tries and all four free
7:06 level and Pack completing throws, was limited to only nine
a steal and layup a split second points after a sparkling 21 point
later for a three-point ad- first half performance. But
Coleman and Sparks took up the
vantage.
Sparked by Taylor, Murray slack after the break, finishing
battled back during the next 3t,t with 19 and 14 respectively.
MSU hit 60.6 per cent in the
minutes with an 8-0 blitz of its
own to tie the count at 79 with 60 first half before "cooling" to 58
hectic seconds to go. Taylor, per cent during the final 20
who opened the streak with a minutes. But, Tech's blistering
tip, ended it with a gutty put- hand after intermission proved
back of a missed Barrett too hot to handle.
Murray, now 14-6 overall,
jumper.
Tech immediately went into a continues its weekend swing
freeze, stopping temporarily for through Tennessee at Johnson
a Murray time out with 20 City Monday night against East
seconds to go, and Clemens' Tennessee State. Tech, now 4-6
in the OVC and 16-10 overall,
jumper ended it all.
The opening half failed to stays at home with hopes of
prove anything until Tech brole another upset over league
away from the games' nihth tie leading Austin Peay
at 18 with an 8-2 streak. The
score was deadlocked at every
• 41-111
111.---7t
even number from two through 101111313411V STATE
'
Tommitosolo
Tads
18 with neither team leading by
Moro.
41o04 *ma rit to
04.4.11' 50.14-2
more than two points.
Ills
114
10 I"
Ski, mone
It 10
040 04
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04 ; 11
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111110r
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II
64
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Tram
8
three more standoffs, the host
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3140 54 31 01
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Mow AP to
Pier*,
15
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lead, 26-20 with 7:52 left.
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00
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END SIX YEAR LOSING STREAK -Head basketball coach
Rick Little is toted by Friendsville, Tenn, players after his team
won over St. Camillus Academy, 62-43, at Friehdsville. It was the
first victory for Irrtendsville Academy in 138 games spanning six
years. High stored in the game
was senior Glenn Bruce 1501
who
helping to carry the happy roach to the showers.
is
(AP Wirephoto
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By HERSCHEL N1SS
Associated Press Spor
It may sound a littl
ched even to student
new math, but Georg
ing, Washington State'
ball coach, claims that
en scholastic All-A
plus one coaching ger
up to 66 consecutive vi
Raveling was heapii
on the top-ranked Br
the weekend after th
veled his Cougars 9
boosted their all-tim
winning streak to 66
this. season.
"UCLA is like an I
puter. You just punch
N' and that's what the
handled their press a
than we did in our fi
and they still just to
us. It's hard playiru
(Bill) Walton. Your le
nil and you just
them by shooting ju
for 40 minutes.
The only other ma)en team, second-ranl
Carolina State, kept
UCLA at 21-0 via
triumph over Wak
after leading only 38time. Sophomore Day.
_ , son scored four bas
many minutes to hel

Third-ranked I,on
State, burning for ane
season crack at
trounced Pacific 85
Ed Ratleff's 24 point)
satisfied demanding
kanian.
Minnesota, fourth
sociated Press rankir
in the thick of the Bil
and knocked llth-r
diana out of the I
Clyde Turner scored
Bob Nix 16 and Ke
came off the bench
after Ron Behagen
Winfield got in foul t
N
Fifth-ranked
sparked by Larry NI
Allie McGuire, out
trot 23-4 early in th

By BLOYS BI
AP Auto Racing
DAYTONA BE/
AP)- It was the
of his career, his n
since 1958 had incre
399,248 and he had j
-fourth Daytona 500.
car race.
But Richard PetI
the Southern track:
car owner Andy G
quaff the champagi
beauty queens and
for press and photo

Petty, at 35 a bre
of steel nerves and
a Fu Manchu mu
crowning his pianc
had done the job
had spent two we
tone Beach prepar
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By GORDON D.S. PEI
Associated Press Sport
Five world record
shattered over the we
the world of track an
three by the same man
Emil Putternans of
set world Indoor recor(
two-mile, 2,000-meter a
meter runs at an inter
track meet Sunday in 13
Putternans won the
in 8:13.2, bettering I
time of 8:17.8 establi
Edinburgh, Scotland,
1971.
The Belgian reache(
000-meter poiot in 5:0
ering the indoor mark
el Jazy of France, ane
000 meters in 7:39.2, su
the record of 7:45.2 he
week.
Svetlas 71ateva of
set a world indoor reco
women's 800-meter
2:03.02 at the Internatii
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Murray State -Drops 011C Bout
As Tech Hits Desperation Shot

Rockets JurnwZo 109-90--Win

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Sometimes things just don't
work out the way a coach plans
them. Denver Rockets Coach
Alex Hannum was happy they
didn't.
"The way we came on with
our fourth-quarter surge, I only
wish I could have planned it,"
he said Sunday after his Rockets, leading Utah by just three
points with 12 minutes to go,
ran away from the Stars for a
109-90 victory.
In Sunday's other ABA
games it was Carolina 138,
Memphis 114; Kentucky 94,
New York 85, and Indiana 113,
San Diego 103. On Saturday it
was Kentucky 112, Virginia 105
and Utah 115, Dallas 114
In Sunday's National Basketball Association games it was
Philadelphia 114, New York 98,
Boston 106, Seattle 105. Baltimore 96, Milwaukee 93; Detroit
144, Kansas City-Omaha 100;
Chicago 110, Houston 99, Cleveland 172, Buffalo 98; Portland
119, Phoenix 118 and Atlanta 99,
Los Angeles 92 On Saturday it
was New York 107, Philaav THE ASSOCIATED PRESS delphia 89; Milwaukee 111,
Kansas Qty-Omaha 1.04; HousABA
ton 127, Phoenix 111; Los AngeEast
III L. _FT". lice. r-lea 114-, Pertian4-101i- -Boston
Carolina
46 It .70111 110, Golden State 106, and
Kenturior_
42_11 AM A
Cleveland 106, Detroit 104.
Virginia
3231 .508 13

23 10 .365 22
20 13 .217 25
West
Utah
41 24 .631 Indiana
311 27 .585 3
Denver
33 30 .524 7
Dallas
22 31 .367 16/
1
2
San Diego
20 42 .323 19/
1
2
Saturday't Games
Kentucky 112, Virginia 105
Utah 115, Dallas 114
Only games scheduled
Sunday's Games
Kentucky 94, New York 85
Carolina 138, Memphis 114
Indiana 118, Sap Diego 103
Denver 109, Utah 90
Only games scheduled
Monday's Games
Dallas at New York, day
San Diego at Utah
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
New York vs Carolina a
Greensboro
Virginia at Memphis
Indiana at Dallas
Only games scheduled
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$34,100, had helped
tertainment for a c
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Daytona Internet'
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Louisville Rallies For Big Win
Conference Foe Bradley Saturday

Five Track Records
Broken Over Weekend
By GORDON D.S. PETERSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
Five world records were
shattered over the weekend in
the world of track and fieldthree by the same man.
Emil Puttemans of Belgium
set world indoor records in the
two-mile, 2,000-meter and 3,000meter runs at an international
track meet Sunday in Berlin.
Puttemans won the two-mile
in 8:13.2, bettering his own
time of 8:17.8 established in
Edinburgh, Scotland, Aug.21,
1971.
The Belgian reached the 2,000-meter pokot in 504.4, lowering the indoor mark of Michel Jazy of France, and ran 3,000 meters in 7.39.2, surpassing
the record of 7.45.2 he actiast
week.
Svetlas 7lateva of Bulgaria
set a world indoor record in the
women's 800-meter run at
2:03.02 at the International Uni-
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versity Sports games Sunday at
Vittel, France.
Dimunitive Francie Larrieu
of San Jose, Calif., upset Russia's premier woman distance
runner, Lyudmila Bragina, in
world indoor record qme in the
mile at the San Diego Indoor
Games Saturday night.
The 5-foot-four, 105-pound
miler finished in 4:35.6 and was
named the meet's top athlete.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS with a 23-toot jump shot by Jim
head's scoring with 24 points. held Centre scoreless for Six
Britt and Ray Bow- minutes en route to its victory.
Johnny
Sophomore guard Terry How- Clemens with two seconds left
ard said he "never thought in the game Saturday. Les Tay- erman pumped in 18 apiece for Dale Cosby fired in 26 points to
we'd lose," after Louisville's lor, who led all scorers with 30 Western, whose record dropped lead the Lexington team to its
16th win against five losses.
84-78 defeat of Missouri Valley points, took a length-of-the-floor to 3-7 in the OVC.
At Richmond, Eastern Ken- Centre has five wins against 18
Conference foe Bradley Satur- pass during the closing secday night, adding: "I knew we onds, but his shot from the free tucky outscored Middle Ten- losses on the season.
At Northern Kentucky State,
could play a lot better and we throw line hit the back of the nessee 26-11 during the final
were only 11 down at half- rim and bounced out.
9:22 of the game to claim the Rich Derkson fired in 28 points
and Chuck Berger added 23 en
time."
Morehead, meanwhile, got off victory. Eastern Coach Guy
And Howard, who missed his to a slow start before coasting Strong said his team is "not out route to the victory over
only two shots of the first half, to an easy victory over Western of this race yet," after East- Campbellsville.
In other track action around
At Williamsburg, Cumberpumped in five of seven shots Kentucky. Howard Wallen ern's record improved to 6-4.
the globe, France's Sylvie Tellin the second half to help boost handed out 14 assists during the
"We like to be optimistic and land's Maurice Byrd and Larry
iez tied the world indoor record
when Hurt combined for 47 points as
his team past Bradley.
game and scored 14 points as think about last season
for the women's 60-meter dash
Bill Butler connected on 6 of Morehead had six players in
we tied for the title with five their team downed Georgetown,
with a time of 7.1 at the French
6, as the two pushed U of I. to the double figures.
losses. Strange things do hap- leaving the two, in a tie for the
Indoor Track Championships
76 per cent shooting in the secpen, you know," Strong added. Kentucky Intercollegiate AthletSunday; Jordanka Blagoyeva of
Leonard Coulter led Moreond half at Peoria, Ill.
At Lexington, Transylvania ic Conference championship.
Bulgaria tied the women's
"I told 'em that no team can
world indoor high jump mark,
catch up all at once on the
clearing 6-311 at Sofia; and Guy
road. said U of I, Coach DenCOMPETES IN MAN S WORLD - Robyn C
Drut equalled the European
ny Crum "and that we had to
28. answers a question after she rode "North
Smith,
hurdles
record for the 60-meter
catch up with defense, not ofto victory in a race at Santa Anita She is the
Sea'
in 7.5, a tenth of a second off
fense "
only woman jockey at the race track
the world mark, at Vittel.
Oyer a 14-minute stretch of
the second half, U of I. outscored Bradley 39-18, although
His fellow pros spoke in lockstretch and could do no better
Bradley, fighting to avoid a losBy BOB GREEN
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Blinded Veteran Finds
Blindness A Challenge

Abortion Liberalization Moves Coming Slowly Around Country
By WARREN E. LEARY
bills dealing with abortion conAP Science Writer
trol were rushed into the legisLawmakers, hospitals and lature after the Supreme Court
doctors around the nation are ruling. All are pending in comtaking steps to implement the mittee. "Frankly, I was looking
U.S. Supreme Court's ruling on for loopholes," Tobin said.
abortion. The moves toward libThe ruling had little affect on
eralization are coming slowly, several states which already
however.
had liberal abortion laws.
An Associated Press survey Among them were New York,
showed most hospitals were Florida, Oregon and Kansas
proceeding with caution and a where only minor alterations
few are keeping their ban on are needed in existing laws.
abortions.
For example, the portion of
A spokesman at Barnes Hos- the New York State law requirpital in St. Louis, for example, ing that abortions be performed
said hospital attorneys have ad- in hospitals or clinics is invalid
vised the staff to obey the in regard to the first three
state's rigid antiabortion stat- months of pregnancy; a 30-day
ute until it is officially changed. residency requirement in
"It's still illegal in Missouri," Alaska also must be elimithe spokesman said, "so it's nated.
impossible to say what we'll do.
Some states were waiting for
I'm sure it's Just a matter of court tests of their abortion
time, though."
laws before taking further,.
At Boston Hospital for Wom- steps.
en, where at least 1,000 aborConnecticut authorities contions were performed in 1972 tinued enforcement of their
despite the state's antiabortion state's strong antiabortion statlaw, officials prepared for an ute, ruled unconstitutional by a
increased load of abortions and federal panel earlier and now
being alipealed to the Supcanie.._
tQWg.
that physicians must not prove Court. Six bills ranging from no
a life and death matter exists. restrictions on abortions to no
The Supreme Court ruled last abortions are pending_
month that early abortions -Few hospitals report plans to
during the first six months of
pregnancy — are essentially a expand facilities for performing
matter between a woman and abortions. Some hospitals in
her doctor. It said the state states that have had liberalized
may set certain medical stand- abortion laws anticipate fewer
ards for abortions during the abortions because out-of-state
second three months of preg- patients won't have to travel
about the country looking for
nancy.
State attorneys general in legal abortions
In Kansas, where a liberMassachusetts,
Wisconsin,
Louisiana and other states have alized abortion law was passed
ruled that the high court ruling in 1970, about 8,500 abortions
invalidates their state abortion were recorded during the first
laws, and other such opinions year the statute was in effect,
and the number has been deare expected.
Legislative moves are under clining since. Almost half of
way in many states, including these abortions were performed
Alaska and California, to bring on out-of-state women, mostly
abortion laws in line with the from neighboring Missouri, auSupreme Court opinion. In oth- thorities said.
Since the Supreme Court ruler states, like Georgia and
Wyoming, bills have been in- ing, there have been few retroduced to retain as much con- ports of abortion clinics springtrol as possible over abortions ing up to perform quick, and
Sad still be within the guide- sometimes inexpensive, operations. But some are planned
lines of the high court.
Wyoming State Senate Presi- and others already exist.
Bill Baird, an abortion advodent Richard Tobin said five

cate who served a brief jail the mother's life and says there ation, which represents 850 hoswill be "virtually no change" in pitals and extended care facilterm three years ago on a
charge related to abortion that policy. "We don't intend to ities in the country, has urged
counseling, said he plans to go into the aborhon business," Catholic hospitals to "challenge
through judicial processes" any
start abortion clinics in several he said.
The Catholic Hospital Associ- matter related to the legality of
New England locations and will
charge a maximum of $100.
In Detroit, at least half a dozen physicians are openly performing abortions in clinics and
offices at prices ranging from
$125 to $200. Dr. hunie Bonilla,
Frances Drake
who charges $150 per abortion
at his urban Detroit office, said
he performed the operations
only on Saturdays and ThursFOR TUESDAY,FEBRUAR1 ?O,1973
day and would not take more
lkok in the section in which able to improve here and there
than 20 cases every day -even spectacularly in certain
"more than that and you are your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is., according areas. Use your innate good
bound to have complications."
judgment.
Many hospitals find, them- to the stars.
LIBRA
•
selves getting into the'epeetkin ARIES
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 2:) sawn
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
business for the first time.
Dispositions and emotions
Stellar influences favor the
"We're going very slowly,"
will be a big factor in day's
says Vance Demong, president accomplishment of difficult
of tedious results. To achieve goals, you
of North Memorial Hospital in tasks, the handling
but vital details. An active day will need the cooperation of
Minneapolis.
indicated, but don't scatter others, so don't be aggressive or
"We'll set our policy very
try to force issues, thus
energies.
carefully so someone doesn't
alienating those who could help.
TAURUS
just walk in and walk out after
SCORPIO
Apr. 21 to May 21)
eight how-s," he says. ''There
Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 nieet'
Some planetary restrictions.
Ilak...111..WAWA%
.e9MnSel1PAL.414.01
4-Amid—ea .ask -lamiiiiese letters.
and after the abortion."
statements, making final interests indicated. This will,
decisions. A factor you took for therefore. be an excellent
Many other hospitals are
granted may be absent. More period in which to evaluate your
moving even more cautiously.
propitious aspects in 48 hours. progress as of now and make
They say they will consider no
new plans for the future.
GEMINI
change in abortion policy until
May 22 to June 21)
SAGITTARIUS
they see rulings from local
You may have to alter (Nov 23 to Dec. 211
court cases, until their state atdirections now. Don't fight
Your ability to see beyond the
torneys general clarify existing
necessary changes — especially
a boon now You can
antiabortion laws or until their
in plans involving future surface
capitalizing upon some
by
gain
hospital legal staffs advise govcome
CAN
ship
Your
security.
information come upon unexerning bodies.
in — if you provide the rudder.
pectedly Don't hesitate to act
A number of hospitals, parCANCER
knowledge
June 22 to July 231 et) upon this
ticularly those with Roman
CAPRICORN
Any so-called •'information"
Catholic or other religious affi22 to Jan. 20i
you receive should be subjected Dec
liations, said they would not
What you feel is a certainty
to careful scrutiny. Some
change their abortion policy unof an illusion, so
misleading influences prevail. could be more
der any circumstances.
look. Better to
Also, be careful to distinguish take a second
necessary,
The American Hospital Asso- between genuine inspiration change plans now, if
later
sorry
be
to
than
ciation said that its legal staff and mere wishful thinking.
AQUARIUS
felt the ruling did not remove LEO
(Jar. 21 to Feb. 19)
July 24 to Aug. 23
the right of a hospital not to
A challenging day! New
Avoid tendencies toward
perform a nontherapeutic aborindicated,
opportunities
contion, or one done for a purpose overindulgence and
rein to
more
give
to
chances
other than saving the mother's trariness. You can accomplish your creative abilities. You can
you
if
and
cooperative,
if
much
life or health.
laurels through your
refuse to let frivolity interfere WM new
swift, unorthodox methods.
Frank Wells, assistant admin- with necessary obligations.
PISCES
istrator of Baptist Hospital in
VIRGO
(Feb. 20 to Mar 201
Montgomery, Ala., said aborAug. 24 lo Sept. 231
['Lit-cans are noted for their
tions were performed there
Some situations may seem
intuition, a gift
troublesome, but you should be extraordinary
only in an emergency to save
which will prove invaluable
esw. A hunch could send you off
into entirely new directions
*4th ultimate benefit and profit
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shag carpet. special tapestry cloth and -vinyl

seat, trim.
new metallic
paint, and a
parctiment vinyl roof
Special Plymouth Fury

-,aielhle Custom
Dr Sedan

-lost beautiful midsize car we'vo
ever had
And the
Gold
Sticker
sign means
you can gel
a new Satellite at a great
price Now

Do business with a dealer who values your business!

TAYLOR MOTORS, Inc.
303 So. 4th Street

abortion affecting their services.
"While times and circumBy JEFFREY MILLS
stances and civil laws may
Press Writer
Associated
change," said Sister Mary
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Maurita, CHA executive vice
a 28-year-old
president,"we believe the right Blindness, says
is what
veteran,
Vietnam
to life and the inviolability of
underthe human person remain un- changed him from an
high school to an
in
achiever
changed."
The average abortion in hos- honor student in college.
"Blindness is certainly not an
pitals costs between $200 and
$300, but can be as low as $70 asset," said Michael Becker,
moin parts of California for un- "but it does give you more
have something to
complicated early abortions to tivation. You
and with me that
as high as $800 in sonic private overcome,
hospitals in San Francisco or was what it took."
Becker graduated with honNew York City.
ors from the University of
Most Blue Cross hospital Louisville last year and now is
plans say they will pay for a graduate student in vocationabortions if the subscribers al rehabilitation counseling at
have family insurance with ma- the University of Kentucky.
ternity coverage. Blue Cross
"In high school I didn't take
plans in other states still are my studies very seriously, the
looking into whether they will way I do now," Becker said.
pay for nonemergency abor- He revalls that after finishing
tions.
high school he had no desire to
Some Blue Cross programs, go to college.
He entered a vocational trainsuch as in Massachusetts, say
they will pay only for abortions ing school and then got a job in
deemed necessary for the a television plant before entertree the—Army In Vietnam en
gatient's health.
A Massachusetts Blue Cross enemy bullet ripped across his
spokesman says abortions per- face and permanently damaged
formed as a means of birth both eyes.
"At first I didn't know what I
control and not otherwise "necessary" will be considered elec- was going to do with my life. I
tive surgery and ineligible for knew I couldn't work in electronics any more, so I decided
coverage.

to try to go to college," he said.
He discovered that there
were numerous services available to the blind. One service
he uses extensively is Recording for the Blind, a national
volunteer organization, which
furnishes tape recordings of
textbooks.
Becker tapes every lecture
and then types notes from the
tape. His wife then records the
notes, and he uses these recordings in reviewing for exams.
He also uses recordings of
novels and magazines. Counting
all the books supplied him on
tape, Becker said, "I read a lot
more now than I ever did when
I could see." .

Care For Fir6sh
Clothing provided with an
anti-static finish at the factory should be washed with
soap. Detergents remove the
finish.
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There's an important
fringe benefit you owe yourself.
Often a small company cannot provide important
fringe benefits. such as hospitalization and
surgical-medical plans Today, a siege of illness can
wipe out a savings account or cripple a small,
individually-owned business. That's why you'owe it
to yourself to investigate Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Kentucky Nongroup Health Care Plans.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield offer a choice of
plans that cover you as well as your entire family —
including all unmarried children from birth up to
19 years old.
So, if you're your own boss, or work wfwr.e there
are less than 10 employees, return the coupon
below for full information on Blue Cross and Blue
Shield Nongroup Health Care Plans. There's no
cost, no obligation, no salesman will call.
Group plans may be formed where there are five
or more eligible employees

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
-ot Kentucky

Helping you get good health care you can afford

Hospital Report

CHRYSLER
Aarn4omrso [MAUR0

Plymouth
Fury Special!

YOU BORN TODAY, in the
first di-can of Pisces, are a most
interesting individual. Your
intuition is outstanding, your
itiertioitv remarkable. You are
talented and ambitious, but
-Ies Tose conTidence iTt
sornelirr
yourself and your goals. Try to
acquire more faith in the things
which you inherently believe
for, at his best, the Piscean can
overcome all obstacles and
achieve almost anything he
desires. You are extremely
versatile and there are many
fields in which you can carve an
enviable career, but the best
outlets for your talents are
music, writing, the stage,
and
invention
science,
statesmanship. On the personal
side, you are always helpful,
companionable, one of the
world's true humanitarians.
But you CAN be misled through
your emotions and sympathies,
if you don't use your head.
Birthdate of Joseph Jefferson,
actor, Mary Garden, singer.

MONDAY-1

Murra , Kentucky

February 13, 1973
ADULTS. 9$
NURSERY ..5
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Miss Lisa Gayle Barnett,
Route 1, Murray, Miss Shelley
Renee Clark, Route 4, Benton,
Mrs. Ruby Mae Schroeder,
Route 1, Dexter, Herbert James
Firinn, Route 1, Murray, Mrs.
Janice Faye McC'uan and Baby
Boy, Route 2, Wingo, Mrs.
Fthonda Gail Bruce and Baby
Roy, 18 Orchard His, Murray,
Mrs. Etna Carolyn Sexton and
Baby Girl, 1310 Wells Blvd.,
Murray, Herbert Lee Sanderson, Route 2, Fancy Farm
Rd., Mayfield, Devin Edgar
Higgins, Route 7, Benton, Mrs.
Martha Finney Andrus and
Baby Boy, 1112 Poplar, Murray,
Ellis Fortin, 1514 Ellis Glendale, Mw-ray, Mrs. Nancy Eula
Nanney, Route 1, Almo, Mrs.
Margaret gue Brittian, Route 2,
Box 79, Murray, Mrs. Margaret
Gaughn Crawford, 1402W. Main
Murray,
John
Street,
Weshington Hughes, 311 S. 13th
Street, Murray, Mrs. Rhonda
Ethel Humphreys, 400 N. 5th
Street, Murray, Tim Mceoy
Smith, Route 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Orene Fulton, Route 7,
Murray, Robert Covington
Swaker, 202 Mulberry, Murray

OF
TC
AF

Complete and mail this coupon to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Kentucky. 3101 Bardstown
Hoed, Louisville Kentucky 40205 Please send me. without obligation
nongroup information
on health care benefits and eligibility requirements.
MLT2183

iCheck all items
that appiyi
Age
18-24 025-39
040-84 085 or over
I am: UGetting married
OA college student

Name(Mr (Mrs.)
((Mini
Address
City_

Zip

Employed by(Company namel_
.. (Company address)

Li Presently a member of Blue Cross and Blue Shield interested in
improving my
benefits My Certificate No
..,(DInterested in forming an Employee Group(5 or more employees)
Farm- Eerreau Members. See WI& Farm Bureau
Agent
•Amor...A ...OW Awroo.10/...• 1.101••••1 •••13c...

11,•• Sr.* N...
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AIDS

We have been In business here for eight years and now, as you know, we are located across Chestnut street from out ild location. We
made this move in order to give you more room, better service, better parking and in general a more convenient and pleasant place in
which to serve you

Nib

mil worm,
•
MK WC

• Baked Potato
• Slaw
• Small Drink
• Tax Included

We came to Murray from Canada and have never regretted going into business here. We have made many friends here in Murray
and we appreicate them very much. We invite you to come out and visit us, sample our delicious pizza, steaks, spaghetti and other
excellent dishes. We provide a good atmosphere too for that coffee break. Thank you.

FREE COFFEE!!!
ALL DAY FEBRUARY 20th
1
26'21.

2!12.2.:11'

:KKK
VEGETABLE .....
VEGETABLE BEEF
TOMATO
CHICKEN NOODLE
OYSTER STEW ......
CHILI

Serried mil, French F.'s.
Lettuce. Tomato and P.ckhr

Served anti French Frew or Baked
Poutto Roil, and CombonatIon Salad

BACON,LETTUCE,TOMATO.
40
..
HAMBURGER . .
Auvem440.,Pbskle
•
CHEESEBURGER

•

Meyeiwiame, Plaids

60 75
BAR 80
45 80
F ISH
50 80
CHUCKWAGON .....
r 1-"-I- '
HAM -77-7=
66 76
COUNTRY HAM
65 85
COLIAlapy MAMA Fr=
-115SAUSAGE
35 60
SAUSAGE
PEPPER STEAK

PIMENTO
EGG
BACON OR HAM & EGG
GRILLED CHEESE ...
PIZZA BURGER
HAMBURGER STEAK
T BURGER
..
LETTUCE & TOMATO .
PEANUT iSlITTCPS
PEANUT BUTTER & JELLY ..

260
7 50

CLUB STEAK
SIRLOIN STEAK FOR TWO

.66
.30
-.25
.30

Abow Served with French

Fries or flaked Potato. Rolle and

Combination Salad

--4'4043-4:10G
FOOT LONG HOT DOG

l•ttua and Tomato

PORK TENDERLOIN
Served vinth
French Frees or Baked
Potato Rolls and
Consternation $alad

Dressed Tomato and lettuce
05 I,,.

LETTUCE
LE TTUCE & TOMATO .. .
SLICED TOMATOES ..
COMBINATION SALAD

Otdot

_.75

FRUIT SALAD
COTTAGE CHEESE
WITH FRUIT
CHEF'S SALAD

_COFFEE

PORK TENDERLOIN
PEPPER STEAK
PORK CHOPS
HAMBURGER STEAK
HAM
COUNTRY HAM
BAR BO
CHUCK WAGON

SHRIMP
..
Y. ORDER
FISH
FRIED OYSTERS
YI ORDER.
BONELESS CATFISH

--

HOT TEA
HOT CHOCOLATE
ICED TEA
CHOCOLATE MILK
BUTTERMLLK
MILK

15

BANANA SPLIT
ICE CREAM

With Hush Puporm
Y7

Vend's or Chocolate

ORDER

Small Medium

istown
rnanon
.12183

110 200
PLAIN CHEESE
135 235
GROUND BEEF
135 235
PEPPERONI
1 35 2.35
GREEN PEPPERS
135 2.35
BAKED HAM
1 35 2.35
ITALIAN SAUSAGE ..........
1 35 2.35
COUNTRY SAUSAGE
1.35 2.35
BACON
•
.
1.35 2.35
SLICED TOMATOES 1 36 .2 36
PEANUT BUTTER ..
1.35 235
ONION
•1.35 2.35
OLIVE
135 235
SALAMI
1 35 2 35
MUSHROOMS
1 35 2.35
ANCI1OVIES
1 35 2.35
BLUE CHIP CHEESE
1 35 2.35
PIT.BOUE
135 2.35
HALF & HALF
30
40
EACH EXTRA ITEM

-A-

ONE EGG. Food. Boded, Poached or Scrambled
TWO EGGS, Fr,:d, Boded. Poached or Scrambled
THREE EGGS. Food. Boded. Poached or Scrambled
90

SAUSAGE & ONE EGG
SAUSAGE & TWO EGGS
BACON OR HAM de ONE EGG
BACON OR HAM & TWO EGGS

1 05

THREE PANCAKES, lode Syne.
THREE PANCAKES Ot SAUSAGE

90

COUNTRY HAM & ONE EGG
COUNTRY HAM & TWO EGGS
'Abe.* Served enter Toot

Hash Brown

Potatoes

15 laStS

•

,.
...

TOAST ia JELLY
FRENCH TOAST II TWO EGGS

•

large

2.50
2.95
2.95
295
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
295
2.96
295
2.95
295
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
50

WA.

•
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Get the
tend out.
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feel Goat.
"HAVE A NICE DAY!"-This and other bumper sticker
slogan are taking the country by storm. The sort of stickers
shown above can be seen by the thousands on today's highways
aad freeways.

* RE-ELECT *

LENNIS C. HALE
for

Magistrate for 3rd District
Paid For by Lennis C Hale

LOS ANGELES - Let's
play the bumper sticker
game.
Check the message on the
car in front - "Make Love,
Not War," "America, Love It
(Jr Leave It," "Have a Nice
Day" - and create a mental
picture of the driver
Change lanes, speed past,
and, of course, you were right.
The guy with the "Vietnam.
Love It Or Leave It" sticker
had-long hair. The man with
the ''When Guns Are Outlawed, Outlaws Will Have
Guns" had short hair
Everywhere you look these
days, it seems, there are
bumper stickers to tell you for
whom to vote and in what to
believe. They show pride
("Jamul Swings"), sarcasm
("Save Water, Bathe With A
Friend"), intellect "Spinoza
Eats Bagels"), politics
1"Draft Beer, Not Men"),
racial troubles and conunentaries "Plaid Power"), nostalgia "Peter Lorre Lives"),
I "Revive Fertility
sex
"Abolish Marriage").
They comment on religion
("God Is Watching So Give
Him A Good Show") and
revelation ( "God Is An Atheist"). They are irreverent
"Jesus
Green
Saves
Stamps"), irrelevant "If I
Follow You Home, Will You
Keep Me") and inconsistent
Minds, Not
("Escalate
War").
Many comment on personalities "Ronald Reagan Eats
Peanut Butter" or "Batman
Is A Junky"), some poke at
morals and mores ("Apple
Pie Makes You Sterile" or
"Master Needs Slave"), others show optimism ("Smile,
Jesus Loves You" or "Feel
Good") and pessimism "Tomorrow Is Called Off" ix
"Take A Deep Breath, Live
Dangerously").
"In a sense," says Dr.
Lewis Judd. vice chairman of
psychiatry at the University
of California. San Diego,
'these bumper stickers are a
badge. It's a presentation of
self in kind of an indirect but
open way What they're saying is, 'Here I am.'"
A bumper sticker, says Dr

Judd, is kind of similar to how
one might dress, or in what
kind of a condition one keeps
his car.
"All," he said, "are extensions of ourselves. Those who
put bumper stickers on their
cars might just be a little
more exhibitionistic."
Meanwhile, in downtown
Los Angeles, David Feinstein
sits behind his desk at the Aldine Co., reflecting on a
$250,000 annual business in
bumper stickers.
It was his father, Harold,
who, in 1948, F'einstem says,
Invented the first stickurn
sticker.
This is Harold Feinstein's
story.
In 1927, he amyedltr_tes
Angeles from Magri' Falls,
N.Y., ti buy a group of newspapersvon the city's east side.
He invested heavily in the
stock market and when the
1929 crash struck lost it all.
He took a job at the old Los
Ar,geles Herald Express
newspaper and subsequently
In 1935, he left the newspaper to open his own printing
business. His specialty was
political printing - posters,
banners, buttons.
In 1948 a manufacturer approached him with a product
called SUckum tape and with
that in hand Feinstein designed the first modern
bumper sticker
What it said the younger
Feinstein doesn't recall
What it became was big
business.
Aldine Co. claims to be the
largest printer of bumper
stickers in the United States
and, possibly, says Feinstein,
in the world. It comprises a
quarter of his printing business and IS worth about
$250,000 annually.
During the recent political
season, Aldine Co. filled 10,000
orders and printed 25 million
stickers. And no favorites are
played
Aldine did stickers for President Nixon, George McGovern, Dr Benjamin Spock and
John Schmitz. In fact, Aldine
printed stickers pro and con
for most of the propositions
and for the majorit) of the
candidates un the jtallot.

COUPON SAVINGS
ORLI)S MOST
RECOMMENDED
DRYCLEANING

to

BLANKETS
ea. 694
this

Bring any number. You must present
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Feb. 28, 1973

There's an
invisible army
attacking your
draperies!

,1BOONE'S
COUPON SAVINGS

SLACKS &
TROUSERS ..494
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Feb. 28. 1973

:ZBOONE'S

COUPON SAVINGS
An invisible, airborne army of grit, smoke,
vapor, and sun is launching a relentless
campaign to destroy your draperies. But our
Sapitone drycleaning wipes out these enemies
No one can get your draperies cleaner.
Try us and see how colors can be restored to
their original vibrancy. And turn back the
invisible, airborne army that's attacking your
draperies. Stop in or call today

DRAPERIES
Reg.
20°/0 Off P-iced
Bring any number You must
coupon when you bring your elBoone's Cleaners
Coupon Good thru
reb. 28, 1973

L
Sandone
Certified Mask,Drydroner
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Commercial Freight Shipments
On Tennessee River Set Record

Bumper stickers
say,'He e I am'

1
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Cleaners

"The Cleaners Interested In You"
Available At All Boone's 6
Convenient Locations

"it this

- 1BOONE'S
1

COUPON SAVINGS

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED
4 for 99c
Bring any nuniberrriu"rniist present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners
Coupon Good thru
Feb. 28, 1973

BOONE S
13th & Main
6th & Poplar
5 Points

North 12th
Story Ave.
603 Main

Commercial freight shipments on the Tennessee River
waterway have set a new record
for the eleventh straight year,
the Tennessee Valley Authority
reports... .
TV A's prellininarY estimate
of 28,100,000 tons of barge
freight in 1972 compares to
27,685,211 tons the previous
year, and is more than double
the tonnage carried on the
waterway ten years earlier.
TVA dams and locks create a
waterway for
year-round
tows
river
commercial
throughout the main stem of the
Tennessee River and on portions of several tributaries. The
locks are operated by the U. S.
Corps of Engineers.
Army

S.

NOSED OUT Rusty, a Labrador, who once was the
best drug-sniffer in Britain, has lost his lob at London's
Heathrow airport His acute sense of smell is gone

Reservations Available
For LEIL Eagle Workshop
still
are
Reservations
available for the Eagle
at
Workshop to be held
Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park on February 23, 24,
and 25. All those interested in
this exciting weekend afield are
urged to make their reservations as soon as possible. The
program, which has been held
for the last three years, is one
of a series of field naturalist
workshops sponsored by the
Kentucky Department of Parks.
Guided field trips to Land
Between the Lakes to observe
the majestic bald and golden
eagles that visit the area in the
winter will highlight the
weekend activities. Land
Between the Lakes is TVA's
outdoor recreation and enauonrnental education center in
western Kentucky,and Tennessee The eagles are among
the most spectacular winter
visitors to this 170.000-acre
recreation area. Participants in
the weekend will be guided
along the quiet wooded coves Ot
Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley which are favorite
eagle haunts Sugar. Duncan,
and Pisgah Bays on Kentucky
Lake. and Fulton, Mammoth
Furnace and Crooked Creek
Bays on Lake Barkley, are
some popular spots to observe
the eagle population which
ranges from 25 to 100 during
February and March.
The weekend will also include
slide lectures and drecussions.
Among the field leaders and
be Dr. Dell
lecturers will
State
Murray
Peterson,
University, and Dr. Raymond
Nall, TVA biologist in Land
Between the Lakes. The
weekend program will be under
the supervision of Charles
Rippy, State Park Naturalist.
For further, information
concerning the weekend contact
Kentucky Darn Village State
Resort Park, Gilbertsville,
Kentucky 42044, telephone ( 502)
362-4771.

Lakes:
Lake Barkley
Bacon Creek, Bards Dam,
Cravens Bay, Demurnbers Bay,
Devils Elbow, Eddyville Ferry,
Gatlin Point, Kuttawa Landing,
Neville Bay, Nickell Branch,
Shaw Branch, Shelley Hill,
Taylor Bay.
Kentucky Lake
Birmingham Ferry, Blue
Spring, Boswell Landing,
Fenton, Pisgah Point, Redd
Hollow,Sugar Bay, Twin Lakes,
Yale.

The 1972 traffic moved an
estimated 3.6 billion ton-miles,
down from nearly 4 billion the
previous year Most of the
traffic is interregional, moving
to and from other areas via the
Ohio and Mississippi Rivers.
A highlight of the year was
Ahe shipment in bioeember at
the one-millionth ton of
newsprint shipped by barge
since 1957 from the Bowaters
Southern Paper Corporation
plant at Calhoun, Tennessee.
This is the country's largest
newsprint plant, employing
people.
1500
about
Barge shipments of newsprint
serve
a
from
Calhoun
distribution area of some 20
states from Pennsylvania to
North Dakota to Texas. This
access to the U. S. Inland
waterway network was a factor
in thz selection of the Calhoun
plant's location on a navigable
arm of Chickamauga Lake
northeast of Chattanooga.
The million tons of newsprint
shipped by
Bowaters has
waterway to this large
destination area representes
about 850 bargeloads-enough
to form a single line of barges
more than 30 miles long.

TVA said these shipments are
significant to Tennessee River
barge transportation as a
regular outbound movement of
a high -value manufactured
product-helping to balance the
larger inbound movements of
Bulk commodities such as
grain, coal, and raw materials.
Bowaters also has barged
nearly 4 million tons of pulpwood Into the Calhoun plant
from terminals along the
Tennessee River where pulpwood from the region's forests
is collected and transshipped.
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Scattered through the earth's
300 million cubic miles of seawater are an estimated 10 million tons of gold, 500 million tons
of silver, and 20 billion tons'
Advertisement

Afraid
you're
going-dealr
Chicago, 111.-A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating model
of the smallest Beltone aid ever
made will be given absolutely
free to anyone answering this
advertisement.
Try it to see how it is worn
in the privacy of your own
home without coat or obligation
of any kind. It's yours to keep,
free. It weighs less than a third
of an ounce, and it's all at ear
lave!, in one unit. No wires lead
from body to head.
These models are free, so we
suggest you write for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there is
no cost, and certainly no obligation. Write to Dept. 9533,
Beltone Electronics Corp., 4201
W.Victoria, Chicago, Ill. 60646.
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JACKETS
MEWS JEANS -1 MEN'S
Small
Asst Csiers
17.00 Value
7

$1 22

Blue-Beige
Reg $6.95

11 pr

pr

! MEN'S JEANS
Asst. Colors
$8.00 Value

Blue
Reg $3 49

$1 22

CORDUROY JEANS
$122

SPORT COAT
$222

49 pr. Boy's

DRESS PANTS

$922
aloe
Only ladies

SUEDE BELTS
5.st

17"

rink

LADIES COATS
Red Plaid
12-14-16
Reg. $40

0"

$1

I Rack

OVER NIGHT BAG

1 Only Boy's

Size 6
Brown
Reg. $9.95

$1 22

I (MIN

Tan
woo

LADIES COATS
Mink Trim Collar
Asst. Colors
Reg. $74
2

Boy's Denim Jeans

22 pr. Men's

Asst. Colors
$6.00 A'alue

$222

ink

Sire A I Mors 50C

Reg $4.00
II pr. Boy's

LADIES DRESSES
Asst Dark Solids
Reg $7.00

$

1 Only

GIRL'S COAT
Tan
Reg. $18
Size 12

$4"

4 Only

CORDUROY PANTS

GIRL'S COATS

Wt. Colors
Size 12 to 16
Reg. $4.95

Plaid
Size 8-10-12 $500
Reg. $18.00

Asst. Colors
$922
$1 22
Values to $9.00 la
Season
Turkey
Permits for the spring turkey
I Onls
2 Only Boy's
hunt in Land Between the Lakes
inthe
at
up
picked
may be
formation office in Golden
Red
Pond,or at Center Station in the
Size 14
Isst
$600
$4)22
Large
Education
Environmental
Reg. $14.95 L
Reg $is 00
Two
1.
$2.99
keg.
Center, beginning March
three-day hunts will be held
2 Only Boy's
12 Only Girl's
3 Only Girl's
with the first April 19-21 and the
hunts
second April 26-28 Both
for the wily and prized game
100 per cent
Navy & Red
Size 14-16
bird will be held in the Kentucky $
$200
Polyester
Size 7-14
the
Between
Navy
$222
portion of Land
Reg. ss-,
Reg. $9.00
$17.00 Value
Lakes north of U.S. Highway 68
Enthe
of
exception
with the
14 Only Men's
2 Oat',
sew Shipment
vironmental Education Center,
public use areas, and other
posted areas. Hunters will not
100 per cent
be required to check in, but
Reg $9 00
$222
$244
must check out, by 11 a.m. each
2 Piece
Polyestet
$
Reg.
$5.95
day.
.
p
Access Areas Open
Men's
2 Only
Ladies
launching
Twenty-two boat
takeKentucky
the
along
areas
lake Barkley shoreline in land
16-18
easy
5551. Colors-Denim
Between the lakes provide
Values to $10.00
Blue
$1 00
54.00 Value
year-round access to some of
She Small
keg
the best crappie and bass
fishing areas on the lakes.
I Only Men's
I adies
5 Only
Campsites are also 'available
year-round at the lake access
Larbart
areas and at Piney and Hillman
Black-Broan-White $200
Sire Small
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THOMAS 0. HARRIS
COMMISSIONER
Kentucky Ciepaitment for Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection

In response to Gov. Wendell
Ford's charge to me, I have
accepted the responsibility of
carrying out the provisions of
Kentucky's laws regarding the
protection and management of
our natural resources and the
environment as it affects us,
individually and collectively.
Governor Ford has demonstrated his interest in our
resources and environment
through previous actions. I will,
with the help of all citizens, do
everything in my legal power,
and with all the vision I can
muster, to protect and improve
the quality of our surroundings
and our American way of life.
Our land resources are
limited by geographic boundaries. Only by increasing the
quality of our management can
we improve out total productivity of food, fiber, fuel, and
water. These resources are
vital-to-ow hvehheed, and we
are dedicated to their wise use.
Similarly, our water and air
must be monitored. Care must
be taken that its value is as
great after use, as it was before.
We know our planet Earth has
built-in filtering systems that
can clean the water and air of
their impurities. Our forests
and field seven renew our
supply of oxygen in Earth's thin
layer of air. The protection of
these fields and forests from

fire or poor conservation
practices is a prime responsibility of this new department
of Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection.
Effluents from our way of
life--homes, factories, transportation—need treatment
above and beyond natural
means This too becomes our
responsibility, and we intend to
do all in our power to enforce
the laws pertaining to them.
Another area needing our
immediate attention is that of
our daily refuse. We have a
divisioas in the department
which will lead the way to the
removal of that mountain of
cast-offs, which has slowly been
engulfing our society. Perhaps
a better way of reducing that
mountain of society's garbage
is in re-cycling—we're going to
solve this problem through
and
application
study,

READ the
WANT ADS

As your new Commissioner
for Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection, I
will use all the facilties of this
agency to improve our environment through education,
planning, research,and through
legal process when necessary.
Our golas can be reached with
your cooperation, and we
earnestly ask for it. We seek
your ideas and suggestions in
Improving our surroundings—
within the framework of our
statutes.
Any comments or suggestions
you might have sould be addressed to me in Frankfort,
40601

FFA Week
Is Being
Observed

Estate Of Public Official Still
In Doubt Two Years After Death

By Wendell P. Butler
Commissioner of Agriculture
February 17-24 is National
FFA Week, an annual observance held by the young
people who hold membership in
the Future Farmers of America
organization.
The FFA is a youth
organization for students who
are enrolled in vocational
agriculture. Up until just a few
years ago, only boys were
members, but that has been
changed to where girls may also
hold membership in the FFA.
I understand that some 14,000
boys and girls hold membership
in the 161 FFA chapters in
Kentucky. Nationally, Kentucky ranks 12th in the total
number of FFA members. Last
year the Kentucky FFA Alumni
Association was chartered, and
is gaining membership at a
steady pace.
Agriculture has undergone
many changes-sine,-the-'?PA
was organized in 1928. Yet, the
basic objectives, or the motto of
the organization: "Learning to
do, Doing to learn, Earning to
live, Living to serve," has not
changed and is certainly ap.
plicable today. When the
organization was first founded,
vocational agriculture was
primarily concerned about
training young people for a
career on the farm.
This is not the case today, for
only a small percentage of those
vocational
receiving
agricultural training can
become full-time farmers. The
greater percentage must fill the
ranks of agribusiness.
The theme of FFA Week this
year Is "FFA Unites Youth With
Career Opportunities." From
the
in
experience
my
educational field and from my
associations with young people
active in FFA, I can say that
they not only become united
with a career, but they also
learn how to serve in these
careers in a responsible and
energetic manner. They hold a
great sense of pride in their
vocation and for the role which
agriculture plays in the welfare
of all people

By LARRY 'CRAMP
Associated Press Writer
SPRINGFIELD, LW AP) —
More than two years after the
death of Paul Powell, Illinois
secretary of state, the question
of who gets his $3 million-plus
estate— including a $750,000
shoebox fortune—still is up in
the air.
The State of Illinois has a
claim pending in Circuit Court.
contending the 13.4 million estate consisted of funds being
held in trust by Powell as a
public official.
Powell lived modestly during
his long political career and the
surprise fortune was found in
Powell's name after his death
Oct. 10, 1970. It included the
$750,000 found in shoe boxes in
a closet in his Springfield hotel
room.
With the help of intermit mod
dividends, the estate has bum
paying lawyer and court costs
as well as executor and other

state "for the vast amount of
power, influence and discretion," the suit said, which
enabled him to affect and control the actions of others in
power,
The suit accuses Powell of
having breathed his trust by
violations of the state purchasing act and other statutes, and
asserts Powell owes the state
his income and profits from
breaches of trust.
It concentrates on Powell's
purchase of a substantial number of shares of the capital
stock of Chicago Downs Association, Inc. authorized to conduct harness racing with parimutuel betting.
Statutory authority for the
corporation was won in the 1949
legislative session, the suit
said, and thereafter Powell
bought a substantial number of
race track stock shares at a
bargain price.

general in charge of the case
knowledge," it said.
circuit judge, said
Jayne Carr, an assistant at- and now a
on a 1909
torney general who drafted the his case was based
decision.
suit, said in a telephone inter- U.S. Supreme Court
view there is much law dealing
"The larger interests of pubwith fiduciaries, or trustees, lic justice shall not tolerate,"
but little or none dealing with the decision said," under any
public officials as such circumstances, that a public oftrustees.
ficial shall retain any profit or
he may realWhen asked if a successful advantage which
acquirement of
state suit might not jeopardize ize through the
conflict with his
estates of public officials by an interest in
agent."
an
as
fidelity
subjecting them to similar
suits, she said, "I would hope it
When asked whether a favorwould generally- serve as a de- able decision in the claim
terrent to amassing funds against Powell's estate would
directly attributable to a public apply to other officials, Ackerposition."
man said, "Before we start
about these other
talking
At the time of the filing of
the
the original suit, J Waldo Ack- people, let's first establish
erman, then assistant attorney principle in court."

was--Pesse444-41e4y Is
The estate is locked up in the his purchases and profits over
EASY ASSEMBLY
court Primarily because of the to the state, the suit said, and
• LOWEST PAYMENTS ANYWHERE • PRECUT FOR
• STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS • FREE DELIVERY
suit filed by Atty. Gen. William in breaching his trust as a state
than it costs.
Rent receipts have no resale value. A Miles home is worth thousands more
J. Scott of Illinois, claiming all official when he failed to do so
$12 per hour by building a Miles Home. Give your
yourself
Pay
landlord.
own
your
Be
Powell's wealth for the state he forfeited his holdings to the
.
everything
family a home of their own. We'll help you. It's fun and easy. We furnish
When the suit was filed in July, state.
in full. Cash down
inside and out. Build anywhere ...city, country. Land need not be paid
Why not you?
1971, the estate was estimated
payment not important. Rent sizie payments. Thousands have done it.
The unusual nature of the
at about $2.7 million.
EPLEASI RUSH ME YOUR FREE CATALOG ON MILES BUILD IT YOURSELF NOMEn
Judge Jack C. Morris dti- state's claim is evident in the
miased that claim on the suit "The people of the State
Adeleess
of Illinois have no adequate
ground it was too vague.
Scott filed an amended cons- remedy at law due to the naCAlyi WAAL Zhe
plaint in Circuit Court in Pow- ture of their fiduciary relationell's home town of Vienna. A ship with Paul Powell by virtue
was vested
hearing was scheduled Jan. 25 of which Powell
the
but was canceled because it with vast discretion and in
State
the
of
people
the
of
name
125 E. Short, Lexington, Ky. 40507
coincided with a judicial conof Illinois undertook various
There is a Miles local representative in your area
ference, Judge Morris said.
BEGIN A NEW LIFE
In a telephone interview, dealings and transactions of
the Miles Way
no
have
people
the
which
Judge Morris said he is having
difficulty rescheduling the heartog. Besides the state's claim.
there are five others pending.
Judge Morris said he is trytog to set a time convenient for
all.
The state claim, if it were
granted, would probably take
precedence over all others,
even that of the Internal Raveflue Service.
John S. Rendleman, executor,
said in his last report the IRS
tax lien on the estate has been
revised upward from $3704100
for income taxes and penalties
to more than $1 million.
Renclleman, president of
Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville, said attorneys
for the estate were served with
an ad.justment on the imam
tax for the years 1965-1970 that
BARGAIN
raised the lien to the new level.
In his report on receipts and
disbursements filed Friday to
Veterans seeking benefits can
bring estate financial records
reduce the waiting time for such
up to date, Rendlernan cited
payments to begin if they take
redemption of $3 million in
the
the
properly
the time to fill out
matured Treasury bonds and
application forms.
an equivalent
James G. Ratliff, director of the purchase of
issue.
bond
Treasury
in
office
the VA regional
Other assets were bank acLouisville, says that large
of denumbers of veterans submit counts and certificates
Mata
in
hand,
on
Cash
posit.
attaching
applications without
at $27,799.
TWO FOR 89c
necessary papers. One of the toon bank, was listed
TWO FOR 79;
Among expenditures listed
Our Banquet on a Bum Two open flan,
most important of these is the
Iwo full size patties of open flame.
broiled beefburgers topped with melted
taxes,
service record of the veteran, were state and federal
cheese. Our special sauce and chopped
broiled ground beef, and a topping of
fees,
attorney's
and
executor's
lettuce
known as the DD-214. From this
melted cheese, on a toasted bun
form the dates of service as well and the settlement of a 114,950
timitfwocouponsper person ear- h v.,
vis,r
each
person
Per
two
Limit
COUPOns
suit brought by Michelin Tire
as other pertinent information
Offer expires Feb. ?9, 1873
Offer expires Feb. 211. 1973
Co.
is obtained by the VA.
original
the
both
Essentially,
Eligibility for many benefits is
dependent upon the length of and the amended state claims
demanded that Rendleman give
service.
how Post ell
MURRAY AND MAYFIELD STORES ONLY
MURRAY AND MAYFIELD STORES ONLY
The original discharge paper an accounting of
The dea
fortune.
amassed
points
Ratliff
is also necessary,
of Rendleout, but most veterans do mand can be made
man, the claim says, because
surnbit this document.
as executor,
The VA director said that Rendleman legally
place.
veterans organization and stands in Powell's
TWO FOR 79c
From the time Powell came
TWO FOR $1.09
service officers often submit
11, !,Sh ,and*,
voL
e eve'
IlSouthern
a
as
Springfield
to
of
patty
veteran
pcw,d
the
lull
This is the one, A
applications or aid
tasted A hefty. golden Icelandic filet.
he
until
1932
in
linois
Over open
legislator
broiled
beet,
ground
choice
in filling out his own but that in
sharp melted cheese and lettuce - all
with
flames, served on a toasted bun
secretary of
topped oft with our own special tartar
many cases even these died in office as
and sweet Bermuda
tomato,
lettuce,
says, Powell
sauce
organizations fail to submit the state, the claim
onion
had no known source of sublimit two coupons per person eache visit
Limit two coupons pee person each vis,t
necessary papers.
his salaOffer expires Feb.211.1973
Offer expires Feb. 211, 1973
Failure to submit all of the stantial income except
requested material delays the ry as a public official.
He was known, however, to
application as the regional
of _ race
office must request the ad- hold large amounts
track
stock.
to
ditional information prior
MURRAY ANb MAYFIELD STORES ONLY
MURRAY AND MAYFIELD STORES ONLY
Moreover, as a public offiof
certificates
awarding
of
position
a
eligibility or making deter- cial, he held
trustee for the u.le of the
minations for other benefits.
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AL
144

February 14, 1973
ADULTS 104
NURSERY 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Hale (Mrs. Robbie
Ann Hale), Rt. 1, Hazel, Baby
Boy Lindsey (Mrs. Carol Lindsey), Rt. 9, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Vivian Frances Sliger,
510 S. 6th St., Murray, Mrs.
Brenda Faye Miller, Rt. 2, Box
279, Murray, Elbert O'Neal
Alexander, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Eva Farris, New Concord, Mrs.
Betty Jean Bray and Baby Boy,
Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. Geneva
Walker, Feltner, Rt. 2, Box 347,
Murray, Mrs.' Patsy Ann
Stallens and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Rebecca
Mrs.
Dexter,
Robertson West, 1301 Olive St.,
Murray, Frank Eugetle Cole,
413 Powell, Paris, Temi7,113wen
Alexander McKinney, 510 N.
7th, St., Murray.

WHY
PAY RENT

Your
credit cards
could
a Take Time
•

Hospital Report

idation I( Kill. Make one Jr:1\1min a nw milt to us
instead of several to a lot tit limply. les easier
hi handle that wav. And %Intl I enjovottr KS qdeIttptiiple service, where virti'r(' always Number
One.

Loans and financing in anromount up to
$7,500, including loans on real estate
41)
491E
CRE
(1

I 1/1:11/ei
In Bel-Air Center

Ross Wilder, Mgr.

-

RIFT
Murray

Ph: 751-5573

BIG SHEF

BURGERCHEF

BURGER CHEF

SUPER SHEF

SKIPPER'S TREAT

BURGER CHEF

BURGER CHEF

CHEESEBURGER

FRENCH FRIES

L

keeping !rank
BERKELEY. Calif. gill!,
— A group of volunteer
mothers has contributed more
than 12.000 hours to help
University of California
nutrition researchers learn to
curb obesity in children.
The mothers have had to
kept records of the food eaten
by their children and give
descriptions of each child's
activities for each five-minute
time period in. 24-hour stretch
as part of the project that began
three years ago.
'.'Through this study of
normal babies, we hope to learn
more about environmental
factors in the development of
lean and obese children.- said
project coordinator Mary
Hampton."We may be able t.
get at the origin of obesity and
seek to correct it early."

better
COWS

I

100% fresh ground beef. broiled over
open•flames, topped with melted
cheese_
Limit two coupons per person each visit

You can improve both production
and type in your herd by using
Call

Select Sires' proven bulls.
your local KAP technician for a
free bull bone

J. C. Kemp
KABA Technician
Phone Murray 753-2984
complete
breeding
service

TWO FOR 29c

TWO FOR 39c

Offer expires Feb. 211, ASU3

I

BURGER CHEF

MURRAY AND MAYFIELD STORES ONLY
M
L

Thin. golden brown Idaho French Fries
that melt in your mouth
limit

two coupons per person each

VP(Ic

Offer expires Feb 28. 1973

BURGER CHEF
MURRAY AND MAYFIELD STORES ONLYmill

For a double treat,try one with a M
MURRAY AND MAYFIELD STORES ONLY
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Many Economists Optimistic After
Devaluation Of American Currency

NATURAL CELLAR FOR GROCERIES - A railroad freight car is unloaded in
a limestone cave 125 feet underground at the northern outskirts of Kansas City, Mo
Foodstuffs are stored 12 feet high along 25 miles of aisle in the 32-acre complex of
caves owned by a subsidiary of Burlington Northern Inc
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The coal
man and
his wagon

neves the return on private investments, plus payments reBy HELEN M. PAGEL
ceived for licenses and royalCopley News Service
ties on American technology,
will be a big plus in coming
In almost every fair-sized
years.
town or city there are some
Import restrictions also tend companies or businesses
to maintain a payments bal- whose names have been a byance, but they also are consid- word for years, and quite ofered dangerous antidotes be- ten one of them would be the
cause they can result in repris- City Lumber and Fuel Co.
als by other nations. SurOriginally they really were
dealers in lumber and fuel
charges are another technique
and their yards, warehouses
with the same weakness.
Most recommended for long- and offices were probably
built as close as possible to the
range payments stability is a
curtailing of inflation. An in- railroad tracks. This was a
big advantage because the
flation rate lower than that of
other nations makes a ciln- materials could be unloaded
directly from the freight
try's exports more attractively
trains into the various bins
priced.
and sheds of the lumber comInflation is shadow and subpany, which eliminated the
stance of a deficit. If one is
time and expense of long
present, look for the other.
hauls.
Look also for big government
There were, of course, all
spending, whether overseas or
sorts of grades of both lumber
at home; if it doesn't contribute
and fuel then as always, but
liFectlY.Lt tikit AIL cfeAt _ _,Lhe.aimichailiaLticlawivInCturgva_
or worsening inflation.
were those which took pride ir
The U.S. payments deficits
having only the best at am
deepened as inflation persisted.
price, and maintaining a high
From January 1968 to January
standard in all their merchan1970, prices climbed 5.5 per
dise.
cent in the United States, comHigh quality was guaranteed, and the yards were large
pared with only 2 per cent in
enough to hold an ample reGermany and 3 per cent in
serve supply, so that even if
Italy. The deficit soon worsthe railroads were slow in deened.
livering material to the comWhat caused inflation' Big
spending for war without a, pany, they were always able
compensating tax increase, for -- to fill the largest orders
promptly. And most of them
How do you remedy such a one thing. The continued burtook pride in this service
den
of
cold
war
defenses
situation? To say simply that
Fuel in those days was very
you lower U.S. spending abroad around the world and social
different from what it is now.
while encouraging foreign programs at home. Lagging
Instead of gas and oil, which
spending here is merely to de- productivity.
are almost universally used
But
international
tensions
fine the problem. The question
today, people used mostly
may be easing; the war is
is how to do it.
coal, coke and wood. Even
After years of relatively in- wound down, and U.S. produc- kindling and charcoal were
important items, Ang,whicb-.
eftertive. action. the United tivity is wound up. The United
.has the lowest con- ever one you happened to
States felt a critical need for a States..
sudden devaluation that, in the- surner price inflation of any --need, the City Lumber and
Fuel Co. had it.
ory, would make exports more trading nation. These are the
They made deliveries in
competitive and imports more rates from March 1971 to
those days by means of huge
costly, thus reducing the defi- March 1972:
horse-drawn wagons. The
cit.
United States 3.1 per cent.
coal wagons had high sides
A dollar devaluation means
United Kingdom 6.5.
and a tailgate which could be
that Americans must pay out
Japan 5.
let down for dumping the coal
more of them for foreign goods,
Italy 6.
or coke at its destination. And
so imports are discouraged. In
Germany 5.9
there were ladders and big
contrast, American exports to
heavy scoop shovels fastened
France 6.1.
foreign nations become less exto the outside of each wagon,
Canada 4.8.
Moreover, other considera-, pensive, because foreign curLater figures, when available as well as coal chutes which
tions were worsening the situ- rency is worth more.
for all nations, are expected to could be lowered into cellars
ation. In order to fight foodEventually, it is hoped, deval- show the same relationship
for the coal to slide down into
price inflation, import restric- uation will correct a negative
the waiting bins.
tions were lowered, tending to trade balance That it hasn't
The translation: Even before
Sometimes the largest and
worsen the deficit_ The need for appeared yet seems less Ws- _the. devaluation, the United
most important part of the
business was devoted to lumoil imports also added to the cow-aging to private and gov- States was becoming more
_tier and building inaiffials_
ernment - eoenemiata than to competitive. The imbalance
The lumber was stored in
In spite of problems, many those who trade in currencies.
trade had not been corrected,
sheds to_keen Lt dry. and_ well
economists interviewed before
This is the tracte balance, one but devaluation's impact is exseasoned. When an order was
the Feb. 12 devaluation be- segment of the payments bal- pected to show up this year.
to be filled, it was piled onto
lieved the worst of the deficits ance:
what were known as "lumber
The 1971 trade deficit was the
were behind and the U.S. com- 1963
plus 5.2 billion
wagons" which were usually
petitive stance was vastly 1964
plus 6.8 billion first since 1888. Still another is
without sides but maybe had a
stronger than in 1970 and be- 1965
plus 4.9 billion expected this year, but there is
few upright poles to hold the
coming more so.
1966
plus 3.8 billion general agreement among
load in place And both kinds
Said Albert Cox, chief econo- 1967
plus 3.8 billion ec_anomists that it will be less ---of wagons-were
drawn by big
-thfi
in
1972,
perhaps
between
conEdie.
mist for Lionel D.
1968 v
plus 0.6 billion
heavy draft horses and were a
sultants: "In terms of the last 1969
plus 0.6 billion $3 billion and $4 billion.
familiar sight on city streets
100 years of American history, 1970
plus 2.2 billion
While trade is only one seg- for many years. Besides lumpretty
economy
now
looks
the
1971
minus 2.7 billion ment of
the payments picture, ber, most companies also cargood. In relation to the rest of 1972
minus 6.4 billion Prof.
ried other building material,
Robert
Aliber of the Unithe world's economies, it looks
In maintaining a payments
such as roofing and building
versity of Chicago, a former
and trade balance or surplus,
`m darn good."
paper and nails - in fact just
government consultant on
If returning strength was reduction of government spendabout everything in the buildtrade,
notes
that
it
might
be
noted before the devaluation, ing abroad helps enormously.
ing line.
the key to erasing the entire
many economists feel it will be Limitations on private inThen there was that new
deficit.
much stronger following this vestments overseas help some,
product which started coming
into common use as a building
week's action.
even though such investments
If the United States could immaterial somewhere around
Among immediate possible eventually pay in a return flow. prove the trade account merely
1910, known as cement. Of
effects of the devaluation are
In fact, Robert Roos& former to the figure attained in 1970, or
course, Portland cement had
an influx of dollars to the treasury undersecretary and $2.2 billion, he points out, the
been known for years before
American stock market be- now an investment banker, be- entire payments deficit might
that, but it wasn't used too
be eliminated for 1973.
Answer to Saturday's Punt.
much for building. But someOf equal significance, he obMEMO 0001110
serves that fully two-thirds of one believed that there was a
1100010 000MGO the existing trade deficit is with future in it, for most of the
3 Girls name
ACROSS
4 Lairs
M000 00000 MO
Japan, which accounts for the lumber companies carried a
- 5 Chemical
1 Tint
000 M0000
full supply.
compound
6 Lasso
stern
attitude the United States
6 Flower
And as time went on, the
11 Shovels
has taken on trade with that
clusters
12 Bring into
wisdom of this course became
0000 0000
harmony
7,Pronoun
nation
and
the
value
of
the
yen.
apparent. More and more
14 °reposition
8 Devoured
15 Caper
businesses and homes began
9 Food fish
17 Wife of
U00 00120M
10 Beast
using oil or gas for heating
Geraint
110 MOM 0
II Strip of
18 net
purposes. Charcoal and wood
leather
w120000 I1JQIRL
20 Mediterranean
were no longer in demand as
vessel
for
Prepares
120000 00100
13
22 French for
print
fuel and gradually disap"friend16 Roman
peared from the market, and
23 Smiting
road
46 Young
33 Grow
it wasn't long before kindling,
voice
salmon
19 Make amends
35 Go away'.
25 Pardon
48 Ireland
coal and coke met the same
(slang)
21 Downy duck
27 Near
Si Spanish for
36 Coupled
fate.
24 Mountain
28 Disease of
rover
nymph
37 Challenge
the skin
But cement, that almost un53 Drunkard
30 Apportions
39 Conjunction
26 Singing voice
56 Negative
known product in the early:
•ards again
40 Assault
29 f agle s nest
•58 French
39 Want
part of the century, had
Straeier
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31 Snake
34 Or:patch
proved its worth, and more
2
3 -A
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7 8
9
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35 Pierced
and more products were being
38 Cowboy
:712
13
'
made of it, one of the most imcompelitson
41 Symbol for
portant being cement blocks,
,. ... 15
14
' 1-6 talciUT
'...:•:
which were steadily replacing
42 Pnrrra
18
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21 •
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wood as a building material,
. donnas
44. (heck
E.24
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since they were fireproof and
23
26 •27
45 Tear
also could withstand almost
.
47 Wend
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'.
31
any amount of weathering:
49 Rights
.._..............The sale of coal, coke and
(abbr ) ;
:.:.: •..:.., 32
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50 cindarac
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looks
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:, 47
4.1
44
43
54 pronoun
will always have to be
ss alVed of
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45
heated" is now practically
413 a '49
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...
nonexistent in many places,
StyIFT
Flower
50
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5 1 -.-152
51 ,t -•:. 54
-while a building materlal
Young of Detroit, Mich.;
`4 Wither
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whicirwas almost unheard of
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by most people 60 years ago
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Which, no doubt, proves
Norway '
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something or other.

By JOHN CUNNIFF
this nation as the crisis peaked
AP Busniess Analyst
was the growing international
NEW YORK (API - Many payments deficit.
economists believe that, in the
Peel off the outer layer of alpast 18 months of dollar crises most any international economand attempted solutions, the ic problem in recent years, and
nation has cut ties with the you'll find the U.S. payments
past and with old ideology and deficit at the core, rankling and
maybe severed the irons that souring economic, political and
made it a dragging giant.
even social relations.
. The past was the post-World
It was the major element in
War II world in which the Monday night's 10 per cent dolUnited States served as banker, lar devaluation.
protector and teacher of the
The deficit, or dollar outflow,
non-Communist nations. But fueled inflation abroad. And,
now the United States no longer because so many dollars were
is unique; it has talented, pro- available, they became less deductive competitors.
!Arable to hold They were conDespite this, Much at The sidered overpriced, so theise
world adhered to old notions. who held them got rid of them
While berating the United for stronger currencies.
States for not putting its house
If they had been returned to
in order, other nations some- the United States in payment
times spun a web of obstacles for American goods, there
to U.S. exports that prevented
wouldn't have been a problem.
the desired order sought.
But they weren't. They stayed
Added to this was the U.S. abroad.
self-irnage , as , omnipotent. a_
.tbtLthree yearA, the
leftover belief that was ex- U.S. government and Its -Chi-.
ploded during the late 1964,s
zens have sent, spent or inwhen the nation sought social vested more than $50 billion
uplift at home and a war
more overseas than foreigners
abroad without higher taxes. have here Never has the drain
Inflation soon raged.
been so bad
The old faith was buried in
The money went in many
1971, when the country devalways: It was used to aid friendued the dollar for the first time ly nations, to pay for huge imin its history and imposed price
ports of German and Japanese
controls and restraints tradi- automobiles, to sustain a militionally deplored in a country
tary establishment in Europe
dedicated to free enterprise.
and to support the war in VietThe ankle iron that hobbled
nam
It was carried in the pockets
of tourists bent on a good time
and sent there as investment
capital by American companies.
Some of what left came back,
of course, because the United
States is a big exporter of
too:E,hec
-iiiiie foreigners want
to invest and travel here and
because some investments
abroad are now returning dividends
But billions didn't come back
Foreigners chose not to buy
American, partly because
prices were high, the result of
inflation. But, even when that
wasreuced,
the problem reined
ma

cause shares now can be purchased by foreigners for 10 per
cent less.
A devaluation is a recognition
of reality - that a currency is
worth only what the market is
willing to pay for it and not
what a nation insists is its value. And recognition of reality is
seen as economic sanity.
A defitiit which lasts many
years is considered a weakness,
suggesting that a nation is living beyond its means. Continued, it distorts currency relationships and, eventually, world
trade.
Big deficits also are reflected
in the' lob markets. If the
United States has an imbalance, as it has, with Japan and
Germany, it means that these
nations are selling more to us
than we to them.
If continued for years, it
means depressed employment
in the American industries affectell.,_._,_
These are the U.S. payments
deficits-surpluses for the past
10 years:
1963
minus 1.9 billion
1964
minus 1.5 billion
1965
minus 1.3 billion
1966
plus 0.2 billion
1967
minus 3.4 billion
1968
plus 1.6 billion
1969
plus 2.7 billion
1970
minus 9.8 billion
1971
minus 29.8 billion
1972 lest) minus 11.6 billion
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HELP WANTED
AVON HELPS make dreams
come true! Need extra cash for a
dishwasher? An Easter outfit?
Color TV? Find out how easy it is
to make money in your spare,
time, LS an Avon Representative. Call: 443-3366, Collect.
March
12C

Is
-

NOTICE
BREAKFAST SPECIAL
3 large hot cakes, HOT maple
syrup n.th lots of whipped
butter 19 cents.
(Can you do it at home for
this?)
Triangle Inn

If You
WANTED LADY to do telephone
survey work for national company, from her home. Must have
private line. $1.60 per hour. Reply
giving age, address and phone
number to Mr. John W. Isbell,
P.O. Box, 442, Fulton, Kentucky
42041.
F17C
WANTED TWO part time
waitresses,
evening
and
weekends. One part tune boy,
evenings and weekends. Apply in
son to Saucy Bar-4,-.f.jug and
aricalefiotise, 1409 Main
Street.
Fl9C
HELPER
CARPENTER'S
wanted. Phone 753-7955.
F17C

Miss Your Paper
Please Phon•
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916'
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

ElelEIBREINMEMESSMINteRSAMEN1
FOR RENT

Another View*

NEIf1

Call
753-1916

I.

EOR SALE

FOR SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE
1969 CHEVROLET pickup. Good
condition. Radio, heater, West
Coast mirrors. Phone 4362477.
F20C

THREE ROOM apartment,
couples only. Phone 753-6524 after
F20C
4:00p.m.
TWO BEDROOM house, extra
nice. Good location. Phone 753F20C
3895 or 753-3482.

1967 DODGE window van. 1989
Triumph Spitfire. Can be seen at
16th & Kirkwood at house trailer
or phone 753-8304.
F2OP

TWO BEDROOM trailer, furnished and air conditioned.
$100.00 per month. Phone 753F2OP
9746.

1967 VOLKSWAGEN bug, beige.
Body like new; engine good. Beat
offer. Phone 753-8892 after 5:00
p.m.
F23C

FOR RENT
Modern Office Space-524
sq. ft.-first floor, central
heating, air, utilities
furnished, parking space.
If interested contact
Western
Dark
Fired
Tobacco
Growers
Association, Tobacco,
Blairfrig, 206-2178 MapteStreet, Murray , Kentucky.
Tels. 753-3341-3342.

7

y

1970 JAVELIN automatic, power
steering and brakes, airconditioned, vinyl top. Can be
seen by calling 767-8252 after 5:00
TFNC
p.m.

TV TOWERS
All Your Antenna Needs
If you pay 2y1 price somewhere else, you get
cheaper merchandise!

'

CHECK FOR QUALITY I
Let Us Show You The Difference

TER

TV SERVR
Phone

Central Shopping Center

753-5865

1958 CHEVY wagon, good fishing
VACUUM, an upright EDEBBROCK TUNNEL ram
car Best offer buys Call 753-5676 KIRBY
Chevy.
specialist that adjusts to manifold, for Big block.
rug
shag
F19C
Saturday or Monday.
wittl-a--740
-servtee&-Cam918te
all Ma-pets:Persales and
linkage
or 753-0359 after Helleys, velocity stacks,
1964, OLDS Station Wagon, runs phone 767-6295
and fule lines, also 71-1 camshaft
ni
February
p
I9C
5
00
real good. Air, power steering
for big block, all equipment never
power windows. Will sell real
F21P
run. 753-3265.
F22C 641 NORTH Pet Shop. Puppies,
cheap. Phone 753-6172.
Eskimo spitz, chihuahuas, toy 16 H.P. SCOTT atwater motor-old
1967 FORD station wagon, poddles, beagles, fish and sup- but will run. $50.00. Phone 753$400.00 1964 Chevrolet, $125.00. plies. Phone 753-1862 or 753F21P
1556 after 5:30p.m.
F19P 9457.
Phone 492-8170
March 17C
PANASONIC SA-60 receiver
MEN'S SLACKS, very good Output 60 watts FLKS, 23 watts
1972 DATSUN 240-Z, red with
condition. Various sizes. One per channel Excellent condition
white interior. Low mileage.
F21P
Phone 753-9664
girl's 26" bicycle. Call 753Phone 753-5005 or 753-9835 after
F21C
3939
F22C
5:00p.m.

'COULD 'THIS E3E- THE 'BIG STICK' IHE
PReSIDEWT HAS IN HIS CLOSET FOR C0NTROLLIK6 PHASE IT?"

1631 FARMER Ave., one
bedroom unfurnished duplex,
large living room, kitchen, bath, SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
MUSIC
and storage room. Private
PIANO TUNING and Repair. ATTENTION!
The
Red driveway and carport. Available
F21C
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered Geranium in Canton is moving March 1. Phone 492-8174.
craftsman Piano Technician March 1. All present inventory is
Guild.
-TEC one-half price. Sale hours are 10 FURNISHED APARTMENT,
to 5 daily.
February 21C private entrance. Off street
parking. All utilities paid, except
NING-RepalrPIANO
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- REWARD OF $5.00 offered for electricity. Couples only. No pets.
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
F17C
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt return of purse taken from car Phone 753-3019.
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
1962 BUICK Electra 226, 445 CORN. Phone Danny Manning,
pianos for sale Ben W. Dyer, in hospital parking lot. No
F21C
THREE
BEDROOM
house
near
engine Transmission needs some 469-2330.
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- charges will be placed. Phone
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
Fi9c, uru vsity.Phone 753-2342. F17C
repair $50.643 Phone 753753-5265.
8911.
Ph. 621-2932
ST. LOUIS, MO.
Fl7C YOUNG PARAKEET, cage and
TFC
3111.
accessories, had one month.
'WANTED CAR pool ride to Union NEARLY NEW mobile home, in
Cheap. Used Girl's bike, $5.00.
I City, Goodyear Plant, 3rd shift, Coach Estates, with central heat
REAt MATE MR SALE Phone 753-0388.
F21G
:
from Benton or Murray, or and air. Will rent for $75.00 per
• general vicinity. Phone collect month due to difficulty in renting
•
IN CANTERBURY: Three 14' ALUMINUM Jon boat,
• 354-6942.
F20C a one bedroom unit. Family only.
Termites
Spiders
for Sears Low Price
Our swimmtng pool will open in
bedroom brick, family room, $100.00. Phone 753-8337
F21C
•
E
at
Your
Home
a
F19C
on INSTALLED
May. 753-3855.
utility, double garage, central
•
Montgomery Ward
heat and air. Phone 75341455. F23C 1972 SALEM MOBILE home, two
Chestnut
1203
SEAMLESS
•
ROOM FOR boys with private
bedrooms, all house
Sale Wednesday °coy
entrance. Within walking diBY OWNER, four bedroom
ALUMINUM
over
sell or may take
VO percent off ail Returned
furnite.W
stance to university Private
house, living room,formal dining payments. Phone 474-2754. F21P
Goods
111
GUTTERING
Open MI 7 00 P M
F22C
Newly
parking. Phone 4374221.
room, two baths
•
Carry Germs
SMILE TODAY
percent Discount dire Feb
decorated. Phone 753-8182, 753_
•
RESTAURANT HOOD and fan,
4
Sna,Isee.
hrs 0:7
iott
:
JOE
PRITCHETT,
for
j..sCosuttanu
nay laws zast ••
F23C
(1391 or 753-7755.
3'6"16'11". Like new. Phone
I ham IC
magistrate for District I March
F23C
Aurora 3544469.
122•IC
BY OWNER: four bedroom
•
house with playroom and work
1967 VOLKSWAGEN, new tires, TAKE soil away the Blue Lustre
If you wait to wish
area. Also large family room,
from
carpets
and
FIC.aZINEtfr:SZ
motor excellent, $695.00. Power way
not
be
Do
deceived!
bir••
Termites
happy
work 24 hours a day the year
someone a
dining room, living room, two full
upholstery.
Rent
electric
Ws Dia
bicycle,
20"
920.00.
mower,
round... Winter and Summer.
thday....fimagratulate
baths. On wooded lot. Conlt Market,
Mees-09811k.-$10.00. SSeveral pieces of walnut shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik
their •
On
friends
veniently 'located near shopping
E24C
PREMIUM
AP
furniture. See at 1513 Five Points.
oak
and
engagemenLatiLd ilk.•
centers and in a desirable neighsAIE
2.3C,
K4rkweWe
•
niversary greetings to your a
F20C
.. .
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
Home of
folks,..congratalate
new •
JANE'S ATTIC sale, 104 North hearing aid batteries for all make „
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
parents...or Just say •
BRICK__J2L1PLEX apartment 13th. Old and new treasures. hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. F21C
"hello" in a special way,
The Wishing Well
from Hours 9100-5.00,
WANT TO BUY
building, one block
Monday,
use a "13114TY AD" in The •
University. Electric heat, wall to Wednesday and Saturday af- THIS SPOT, that spot, traffic
Ledger - Times want ads.
wall carpeting,'panel walls, lots ternoon.
TWO BEDROOM
upstairs
F20C paths too, removed with Blue
They're fun.. and inex- • WANT TO BUY used piano. apartment,
of closet space and built-in
Lustre carpet shampoo. Big K,
stove
and
Phone
753-4498.
F20C
pensive too. Just $1.15 for 1 •
dressers. 75'x140'.Each apart- LESLIE 147 tone cabinet. One Belaire Shopping Center. F24C
refrigerator furnished. Carpeted
190S 13th S,trert
%lurra, Sy
Inch. Call 753-1916 and •
rnedii baaliving room, bedroom, year old and Farfisa compact
throughout. Available March 1.
Phone 753-3914 Uay or Nite
make someone Happy.
WANTED TO BUY late model phone 753-5450, or days Hayden
kitchen alki bath with shower. combo organ. Phone 753CONCRETE STEPPING stones
Sn
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
John Deere two row mounted Rickman 753-3242.
Well insulated with rockwool' in 4498.
F20C
F20C and concrete splash bocks.
corn drill and 1-7' to 7' drag
the ceiling, storm doors and
Murray Lumber Company, 104
Licensed by State of Kentucky
type disc. Must be in good conwindows. Good investment COLOR TV., 19" portable, Maple Street.
F21C
Figc TWO BEDROOM lake front
Member Chamber of Commerce
dition. Phone 492-8644.
property for only $25 500 00 limited quantity While they last
furnished house. Phone 753-2250
Including two electric table top $299.95. Roby Sales, Benton,
F20C 1
WANT TO BUY old glassware, Biter 4:04m.
About Our
March 2C
Come See the new
tW11.111.'ll&WWWIII.We~11111MNIIII~KIM" hot water heaters, 2 electric Kentucky.
vases, figurines, etc. Phone 753stoves
and
2
electric
GREENWARE
Aluminum Sheets 3746.
F2ONC FURNISHED - APARTMENTS,;
refrigerators. Also furnished V BOTTOM aluminum boat, deep
At
living room, kitchen, bathroom $
with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with and wide. Fenton &
ESTES CERAMIC ARTS
0 8 chairs. Now renting
WANT TO BUY or rent 100 to 150 with shower and bath. One or two
104 North 13th Street
for $2,400.00 Hodge.
each
March2C
bedrooms Zimmerman Apartegg incubator. Phone 436per year. Shown by appointment
Phone 753-0373
lit rnent, South 16th Street, 7535458.
only. Phone John Pasco, Jr., 53- LIKE NEW Wurlitzer piano, to
Almo, Ky. 0 7278.
6609
February 27NC r
Hwy. 641 North
The Ledger & Times
TFNC responsible party to take over
NEW SHIPMENT of dining room
0
/
in
piano,
WANT
BUY:
used
TO
payments. J&B Music,753Phone
Street
753-0880
4th
furniture, 7 and 5 piece suites in
103 N.
0
0
good condition. Call 474F20C Maple and Spanish Hutch, buffet
LARGE BRICK Colonial on 42 7575.
Murray, Ky.
/ acres in Dukedom, 's mile high
F21C
0 For: • AWNINGS • UNDERPENNING
2327.
SERVICES OFFERED
and corner cabinets to match.
/
Phone 753-1916
well. Write FIREWOOD: WILL deliver Also Metal ward robes, china cabinet,
• PLUMBING • PARTS • COLEMAN, $ way frontage, new 4" Dukedom,
owner, Box .155,
good dinette set, refrigerator and base wall and utility cabinets,
DUO-THERM & INTERTHERM FURNACE/ Tennessee 38226. February 27C antique bed with springs and white-avocado-harvest gold-or
GENERAL HOUSE wiring 0
mattress. Phone 489-2380. F2OP coppertone. Patio furniture.
0
PARTS
Installation or rework. No job too 0
0
Swing type gliders, chairs and
THREE
BEDROOM
nouse,
big or too small. Call Jim for d
Please
It has become essential for Mobile 0 central heat and air, built-in oven 135 MASSEY Ferguson tractor. rockers. Order now and get
estimate,436-2159.
February
F2OP choice of colors. Carraway
0 and range, carpets. Five miles Phone 753-8098.
Check Your Ads
I9NC
Homes to be tied down!!
Furniture, 105 North 3rd, 7530
north
of
Murray,
just
off
HighWe'd like to check each
MAGNAVOX 1502.
REPOSSESSED
...
For
FI9C
Us
See
0 way 641. Phone 753-5639. F21C color portable TV Will sell for
Want Ad to make sure it is
FOR ALL you addition printed just the way you
0
remodeling, residential or
Music, 753NEED MORE room' Owner balance due. J & B
Want it, but in such a fast,
commercial. New or old. Free 0
F20C NEW TAPPAN 30" harvest gold
7575.
spacious
four
would
like
to
trade
large volume operation It
estimates. Call.753-6123.
deluxe gas range. Bought for new
bedroom house for a smaller
just isn't possible.
GEORGE LEVI' Mary and Mary house. Unable to get gas hook up.
Trc./
LEGAL NOTICE
home. Phone 753-8182, 753-0391 or left us his new Gretsch
guitar.
t 753-7755.
F19C
F23C Must sell for balance due. J & B $150.00. Phone 753-0814.
Each ad is carefully proof
THE UNDERSIGNED, will sell SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
ii.m&wals.wwwwfakmaos.v.weilliiiikilk
lk
-W
read, of course, but still an
F20C
at public sale for cash, one Hobbs manufactured and installed by
INVESTMENT PROPERTY. Music ,753-7575.
-ASSORTED IAMPS, tables, old
error can occur in content
Platform trailer, 1971 model, Atkins Gutter Installation,
house
Two
bedroom
furnished
Service.
JOHN'S
REPAIR
dresser,
desk and old bed. Phone
or classification.
spectic
on
ESTIMATE
number FB-405T. One 1966 In- Murray. phone 753-8407 or 753- FREE
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and with living room, kitchen, utility LOSE WEIGHT with New Shape 7534905.
F19C
tank installation. Phone 753ternational C,ot4000D tractor, at 8992.
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or room qpd• bath, paneled walls Tablets and Hydrex Water Pills,
March 6C
If you find an error in your
TFC
7850.
11:00 a.m., February 26, 1973 at
753-7625 nights
TFC eleclric heat,storm windows and Say-Rite Drugs.
F20C LIKE NEW Gibson guitar 2 pick
ad or if ad is omitted, and if
Taylor Motors, Inc., 303 South 4th WII,I, DO any kind of carpenter
storm doors, newly painted.
up, beautiful red. Pro quality.
you notify us the first day
unPest
The
Ky.
Murray,
and
Street,
Large lot 931 21x140'. Now renting
work, large or small jobs. Phone KELLY'S TERMITE
Fl9C
$100.00. Phone 753-8905.
sell
Oil such error, we'll be
MAKES
a
bed,
will
COUCH;
dersigned reserve the right to 753-7%5.
for $100.013 per month. Priced for
March6C Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
responsible for correction.
3
p.m.
F19C
cheap.
753-8469
after
bid.
quick sale at $12,750.00. Including
13th Street. • Every day you
TWO YEAR old registered ApSorry, but if error conAssociates Financial Services
their
have
4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, kit- Tit/ REFRIGERATORS; both paloosa Stallion. Green broke.
for
bugs
delay
lets
tinues after first day of
TFC -Passports
Co., Inc., 1488 Broadway,
chen table, with chairs, electric good condition. One $20.00 and Very
way.",
good
gentle, with
appearance and if we are
ITC
Paducah, Ky.
stove, electric refrigerator. one $lopo. Phone 492-8170. Fl9P disposition. Will make excellent
-Ayplications
not notified the first day
Shown by appointment only.
-Announcements
western pleasure and halter
error Is made, the
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, -Anniversaries
Plume John Pasco, Jr., 753Phone 753-7991 after 4:00
stallion.
FOR RENT
responsibility is yours.
and
dirt
fill
also bank gravel,
7278_ .
TFNC HOMELITE CHAIN saws ,p,in
TFNC
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Remodeling
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Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
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.carpet? Then check our :prices., Excellent condition. Less than
promptly in case of an
Hwy.
641.
•
on
Murray
South
of
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
• Hughes Paint Store, 441 Maple one year old. Phone 767-3323 after
error. Thank you for your
Jerry McCoy, owner. 502i 492house at 1621 Olive. Phone 753St
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TFNC
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cooperation.
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LOVE'S
STUDIOS
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Kentucky Roundup
LORETTO, Ky. i AP
Lexington man, !es Reynolds, has
been chosen president of the newlyformed Kentucky Cemetery
Restoration Association, geared to assist groups or individuals
who want to restore old cemeteries in Kentucky.
Reynolds said many rural cemeteries have encountered such
problems as missing headstones, illegible monuments, lack of
deeds to graveyard property and shortage of funds to make
needed repairs.
•
The group hopes to diseminate technical information on how to
approach ressheration.
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Raymond Tidwell,,Businessman
Of Murray, Dies Here Saturday
Raymond Tidwell, Murray
businessman, died Saturday at
9:40 p.m. in the Cardiac Care
Unit of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He had been
stricken ill earlier that evening
and taken by ambulance to the
hospital.
Tidwell, age 58, was the
owner and operator of the
Tidwell Paint and Floor
Covering Store, 1210 Main
Street, Murray, which he had
operated here for eighteen
years. A veteran of World War
II, he was a member of the
American Legion Post No. 73,
the M Club at Murray State
University, and the Oaks
Country Club.
The deceased was a member
of Murray Lodge 105 Free and
Accepted Masons, Mayfield
Commandry No. 49 Knights
Templar, Murray Council No.
50 Royal and Select Masters,
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons, and Rizpah

Youth Week Remainder(10f 20 POWs-Planned For To Leave By Wednesday
This Week

dies Day luncheon
At Club On Wednesday
The women of the MurrayCalloway County Country Club
will have their regular ladies
day luncheon at the club on
Wednesday, February 21, at
noon.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
0.8. Boone, Jr., Robert
Williams, James Harris, Mona
Purdorn, Gene Landolt, George
Oakley, Hunt Smock, and Fred
Wells.
Bridge hostesses for the day
will be Mrs. Richard Hutson
and Mrs. Gary. Marquardt. The
bridge starts at nine arm.

Village, Ohio, stayed behind so
that Bailey could leave.
Bailey's four-engine jet transport was due in Memphis,
Tenn., at 12:30 a.m. Tuesday, a
spokesman said. He is to finish
medical processing at the U.S.
Navy Hospital there.
Operation Homecoming
spokesmen said that all 20 men
released Sunday were in good
condition.
"Their health is so good that
in some cases we have had to
assign two escorts per returnee," a spokesman said.
"The returnees were going
icontinued from Page 1
through their processing faster
than one escort could keep up prevailing in Calloway County,
the amount normally listed for
with
Most of them completed tele- charitable deductions is 2258.
phone calls to their families. for interest paid on loans and
But like the first 142 men who installment debt, $590, for local
arrived at Clark a week ago, and state taxes, $580, and, for
those released Sunday got little medical and dental costs, $354.
If a family's deductions run
sleep during their first night in
higher than those taken by most
freedom.
"One man was up all night others, it does not mean that
they will be disallowed. Nor
one only got one hour sleep,"
*ea confermasi mean that they
s)akeansaa
"They were tilking all night, -ar&'automiticallY'atiefothed,
Another Navy lieutenant,
it is pointed out.
elated,"
he said.
Bay
29,
of
Wideman,
Robert E
The IRS requires that all
items listed as deductions be
properly documented and that
records be available to back up
the claims.
—

By LEONARD PRATf .
Associated Press Writer
CLARK AIR BASE, Philippines (AP) — Another American prisoner of war flew home
today to be with his ailing father, while 19 others released
with him Sunday in Hanoi
made preparations for a speedy
departure.
Officials said they expected
the rest to leave for the United
States by Wednesday morning
at the latest.
Navy IA. James W. Bailey,
30, of Kosoiusko, Miss., left
Clark Field aboarda C-141
medical transport with a flight
and medical crew of 11 persons.
Bailey was rushed through
medical and administrative
processing at Clark because his
father has been hospitalized
after a heart attack. This was
also the reason for his early release by Hanoi, which had not
originally included him on the
list of 20 POWs for release Sun-

Youth Week activities at the
First Baptist Church will open
with a
tonight Monday
skating party. The group will
meet at the Youth Center at six
FLORENCE, Ky. (AP)—Candidates for property valuation
p.m. to go to Benton for the
administrator, the only elective office in Kentucky that requires
party.
candidates to pass a written examination, will be tested Tuesday
On Tuesday the youth will
at 10 locations across the state.
have a cottage prayer meeting
The test, required of all candidates in the May primar3, except
at the Baptist Student Union
incumbents, will be readrninistered March 20 for those counties
Center u n the campus of
Murray State University at 6:30
.where no one passes Tuesday's exam The incumbent administrator will run unopposed in counties where no candidate
p.m. The group will later go to
passes either test.—
the Palace for refreshments.
James Calhoun,state property tax supervisor, said that in 1972,
Wednesday evening members
Raymond Tidwell
the Knott County incumbent resigned and the test was given three
of the basketball teams from
times before any candidate passed. _
Shrine Tempie, Madisonville. Calloway Couraty High School,
Tidwell and his wife, the Murray High School, and
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)—The Kentucky County Clerks
former Margaret Noles, who Murray State University, will
Association has decided against seeking a court order to postpone
survives,
were
married be special guests for the
by re year, the deadline for statewide voter reregistration
November 3, 1939. He was born fellowship meal at the church at
Estill County Clerk Mrs. Mildred Cobb, president of the
February 24, 1914, in Calloway 5.45 p.m.
Association, said the group voted 21-4 against seeking the postCounty and was the son of the
At the regular Wednesday
ponement.
Late Joe Tidwell and Lula prayer services at seven p.m.
Some clerks had complained that the Sept 24 deadline for
Hastings Tidwell.
the youth will present the play,
reregistration of all voters in the state cannot be, met.
Survivors include his wife, "The Stone Congregation."
Mrs- Tichea/Lisiczoillrilitt; ant ---ThessaaasalsdiSsphos.....Rew..
S members of the Unita-4
WWI(
, —y. —P,—About
\
son, Richard Tidwell and his and Mrs Richard E. Walker
Paper workers International Union Local 680, enter their second
wife, the former
Mary have invited the youth to be
week of a strike against the Westvaco Co. plant here today
Youngerman, and one grand- their guests at their home at
The workers have rejected the company's offer of a new threedaughter, Lisa Tidwell, all of 1710 Audabon Drive for an
year contract. OfficiaLs at the paper mill proposed hikes of 6,4 per
Memphis, Tenn.; two sisters, ey ening of prayer
and
cent for the first two years of the pact and 6L-2 per cent the third
Mrs. Marvin ( Lois) Hill • of fellowship
Mrs. Louise Nunn Luton was Murray Route Four
year.
and Mrs.
Worship services will be held
Talks had been under way for three weeks before workers claimed by death Saturday at Solon t Pearl) Shackelford, 703
at the church at 6:30 p.m. on
Hospital,
m.
at
Lourdes
seven
p
job
February
10
walked'off the
Elm Street, Murray; one Friday arid Saturday evenings
Paducah She was 77 years of brother,
Ralph Tidwell, 519 with Dix Winston, Neil Carage and a resident of Apartment South 7th Street,
Murray.
penter, Dave Butler, Steve
61 Ella Munal Court, Paducah.
Masonic. rites will be held Hale, Mark Pitts, and many
to shareholders of record March
The Tappan Company, a
member
The deceased was a
tonight I Monday) at seven p.m. other young people leading the Mansfield, Ohio based diver1, 1973.
PARIS AP i—Brigitte Bardot has become a bitter recluse who of Long Creek Primitive Baptist at the chapel of the Blalock- services.
The action was taken at the
sified manufacturer of apBorn
at
County.
Trigg
Church
in
says she's allergic to humanity. The sexpot of the ,sixties says
Coleman Funeral Home. The
evening pliances, cabinetry and air
Company's February Board
Friday
Following
the
acting is "not the center of my life" and adds she may qua Golden Pond, Mrs. Luton was Murray Lodge will open at 6:30 service, a Talent Hour will be
conditioning equipment has Meeting, the first meeting
the daughter of the late Lindsey p.m
making movies in two years and retire to a farm
held with Sarah Sams as the announced approval of the reflecting the Company's
Nunn.
and
Martha
A.
Nunn
Miss Bardot, who turned 38 last September, has made fewer
Funeral services will be held mistress of ceremonies. The Company's 148th consecutive change' from quarterly to bitwo
include
Survivors
and fewer movies in recent years and rarely turns up in the
Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. at the BSI.' will be leading the quarterly dividend in the
monthly meetings.
daughters, Mrs. Elmo UnPaPess•
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman fellowship hour following the amount of 10 cents per Common
In other action, the Board of
Mrs.
Paducah
and
derwood
of
-I find my balance in nature, in company with the animals,"
Funeral Home with Dr. Samuel Saturday evening service.
approved purchase of
Directors
1973
March
15,
payable
Share,
;
one
Lone
Oak
the mass circulation magazine l.'Express quoted her as saying in Emmett Clark of
R. Dodson, Jr., and Bro. Henry
250,000
shares of the
week's
ac
to
the
up
Climaxing
brother, Grundy Turner of
a rare interview.
Hargis officiating.
Company's Common Stock in
ovaies will be Youth Sunday,
Miss Bardot. who has been married three times and had a Murray; two sisters, Irs.
Active pallbearers will be 'February 26, When the youth
Gf
the open market
-series of semipermanent boyfriends, made it clear, according to McKinley Shaw of Hazel Route Marshall Gordon, Roy Smith,
Gummere,
C.
Walter
Sunday
teaching
in
the
will
be
Two at New Providence and Joe Dick, Gerald Coles, James
the magazine, that her fascination with men Ls drying ap
President, said the Company
School and directing the
"I hate humanity, I am allergic to it I see no one, I don't go
Mrs. Iva Oakley of Cadiz; seven McKinney, and Clyde Payne.
had announced previously that
morning
services.
great
out. .1 am disgusted with everything.. Men are beasts, and even
grandchildren; nine
Honorary pallbearers will be
it
would buy up to 100,000
McKinney
is
youth
Martha
The third annual Mardi Gras
grandchildren.
beasts don't behave like them"
Harold Hurt, Bill Nelson, director of the week, according
shares. He said that in any
presented
will
be
Fiesta
The funeral has been Aubrey Bogard, Leon Adams,
event, the maximum of 250,000
NEW YORK I AP)-U.S, Secretary-General Kurt Waldhean has scheduled for Tuesday at one Keys Wells, Sylvan Darnell, and to Mrs. Treys Mathis, director February 22, at thE Waterfield
be
the
church.
of
youth
of
Student Union Building by the shares so purchased would
returned from a VI week trip to Asia. He said the highlight of.his p.m at the Lindsey Funeral Glen Hodges.
The public is invited to attend Romance and Slavic Languages accumulated for the purpose of
trip was a discussion of the India-Pakistan situation, which he
Home Chapel, Paducah, with
Interment will be in the the services on Wednesday,
Department at Murray State. providing shares for the
termed •'open-ended"
Bro. Willis Green officiating
Murray Memorial Gardens with Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.'
Option
Waldheim arrived on Sunday via San FranciscrSfrom his final
The event, to be held in the Company's 1970 Stock
Pallbearers will be Andrew the arrangements by the
upon constop abroad, a conference in Tokyo with Japanese officials He Oakley, Ed Littlejohn, James
will be held from Plan; for issuance
ballroom,
SUB
Blalock-Coleman Funera
outstanding
of
version
visited heads of state and other officials in six countries
7 p.m to 10 p.m
Nunn, T.C. Hargrove, Coil Home where friends may call.
and,
issuance in
debentures;
Waldhean said he was -cautiously optimistic" about a
The floor show will consist of
Compton, and M.J. Shaw.
future
any
possible
of
resolution of the problems between India and Pakistan and added.
typical
dances.
and
songs
Burial will be in the Long
(Continued tress Page I)
acquisitions, or to offset any
"I'm sure my visa has helped to improve the political atrepresented
by
countries
those
Creek Cemetery In Trigg
dilution which might result
mosphere. and this is very Important"
Wilt
the
Couriti, ?hen&
Barton Hillis in Ileliefiliniss the language department, a from completed acquisition.
refreshand
spokesman
said,
Horne,
Funeral
and Gardens remarked that we
Lindley._
MC theamer-e added that all
6CflW -rArT=PrEnt1811t—Namur -v. TocTgorny has been
Paducah
think it ,Kid that our ancient Merits Inter-at "the mount lee purchases will be made in
issardeo the Order of Lenin, the Soviet Union's highest oivilian
nominal
available
at
•
ancestors used clamshells and will be
- -SEC
accordance - with
--IMF, on the occasion of his 70th birthday, the a/Baal news
beads for money but he won- charge.
guidelines. Tass has announced
donation
addition,
a
50-cent
In
ders what they would think
In other action, the Directors
Tass said Sunday the award was made for Podgorny 's - great
Two old silent movies will be about our using a walletfull of will be requested at the door. All
proceeds from the event will go gave final approval to a very
service to the Communist party and the Soviet state " Podgorny
shown at the Story Hour at the little plastic cards
departmental substantial appropriation to
the
into
has been a member of the party's ruling Politburo since 1960 and
Calloway
County
Pablic
the underwrite Tappan's re-entry
fund,
scholarship
president since 1965.
Library
on
Wednesday,
Reading the other day about
as a manufacturer, into the
It was at least the third time Podgorny• has received the honor, a
February 21, at three pm
a Methodist Bishop who visited spokesman said.
rapidly growing microwave
standard way of marking birthday anniversaries of Soviet
Dakotas
an Indian village in the
cooking industry. Tappan
leaders
Charles Clayton of the Hardin
many years ago. As he rode up
•
pioneered microwave cooking
area who recently moved to to the Chief's lodge, where he
in 1954, introducing the first
LONDON AP -- Princess Anne has been taken ill during her
the
for
Kentucky
after
his
stay
900
expected
to
Mrs. Peggy McCord of
retirement was
microwave oven for domestic
visit to Ethiopia and is suffering from "tiredness and a stomach
South 17th Street, Murray, died from work in Michigan will night, the Chief's wife, un(Continued from Page 1i
use in that year.
upset," according to a message received at Buckingham Palace Saturday at 8:20 a.m at the show the films from his own saddled his horse and placed the
from the royal party.
Western Baptist Hospital, collection.
saddle next to the teepee. The case of the blind leading the
The condition of the 22-year-old daughter of Queen Elizabeth II
Paducah, where she had been a
Bishop asked if it would be safe blind. This fear was groundless.
The first entitled "Smithy" there. "Yes," the chief replied, I am continually amazed and
is causing no concern, the palace said Sunday.
patient for the past three weeks
' The princess was understood to have canceled her Sunday
brain features Stan Laurel just out the "there isn't another white man inspired by the changes that
after undergoing
Army and employed by a within two days ride of here." have taken place in our
program—a tour of the walled city of Harar in eastern Ethiopia. surgery.
members. My own symptoms of
The Murray woman, age 41, construction crew building a
was stricken ill suddenly on house. His boss turns out to be
T.O. Downing of 1103 Fairlane depression, anxiety and exThree Murray Students at
January 25 after she had his Army sergeant.
calls to say he has a host of treme inferiority feelings have Murray State University are
completely
vanished
Also, what almost
arrived at her home after
members of the cast for the
Buster Keaton stars in the Evening Grosbeaks
the
reinforced
completing a day's work at the other movie, "When
we though was the female White Recovery
University Theatre production
Comedy
Murray Division of the Tappan
Crowned Sparrow is actually guidance of my physician. I can of -The Taming of the Shrew"
MIAMI BEACH. Fla_ AP} - President Nixon and the nation's Company. She was the senior Was King," and features the immature bird. We do not honestly say I feel even better
March 1-2-3.
Keaton in the furniture moving
most powerful group of labor leaders meet today to discuss sore
girl in the Data Processing business with a
mind being corrected folks, so if than I did before I became ill."
They are: Bobby Dodd,
wagon
load
trade.
foreign
of
prices
and
points on wage controls, rising
Department of the Tappan
we make a mistake,let us know. Dorothy now serves as an graduate student; Jerry Abbitt,
Nixon will travel the few miles from his Key Biscayne home to Company and had been his furniture becoming a part of
leader.
group
assistant
We would rather know the facts
senior; and Hollis Clark, junior.
a Policemen's Day Parade
the AFL-CIO's hotel headquarters on Miami Beach for the
Recovery group leaders are
an employee there since May
than to labor under a misDodd, who plays the lead role
other
and
34
Meany
George
President
AFL-CIO
meeting with
em- experienced members trained as
All school age children are apprehension.
No
16, 1951.
Petruchio
in
the
members of the labor federation's policy-making executive
Method
who
Recovery
in
the
Story
member
to
the
invited
Hour on barrassment whatsoever as far
Mrs. McCord was a
Shakespearean classic, is the
council.
leadership
at
their
of the Tappan team of the Magic Wednesday.
as we are concerned. After all, volunteer
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dodd
The central theme is expected to be economic matters. Most of Tri Bowling league at Corvette
meetings.
group
we are only a human weekly
of Route 4.
will
Clayton
show
serious
at
least
the
to,
or
Mr.
the union leaders are united in opposition
leader,
Roach,
an
area
Kathryn
October
1,
more
makes
Lanes. She was born
being.. and who
Abbitt, a theatre arts major
concern over, Nixon's Phase 3 wage-price controls and federal 1931, in Calloway County and films to all Murray sixth grade
leaders
in
supervises
the
local
who was voted the best actor in
at the Public Library mistakes?
students
policies to deal with the declining U. S. position in world trade.
Western Kentucky. She attends
was the daughter of Novie
University Theatre for 1971-72,
on Wednesday at one p m
Joe Hal spaerhs state and national Recovery is the
Wyatt Hale, who survives, and
by
drop
We
in
talks
president of the Alpha Psi
TOKYO (AP)—Henry A. Kissinger has arrived for
meetings,
where
she
receives
the late Marvin Hale.
Story Hour for the preschool house yesterday evening to see
Omega
national honorary
which Japan's part in the reconstruction of Vietnam and the
Survivors are her husband, children
will be held Wed- how he is doing. Looks fine. He training on a continuing basis. drama fraternity chapter
Japanese trade wurplu_s with the United States were expected to
on the
and one nesday at ten a.m. with stories had a whale of an operation. Once the victim of symptoms
Fred
McCord,
campus. He plasy Baptista.
figure prominently.
harming
fears
of
ranging
from
daughter, Miss Tress McCord, and movies for their age group Doctors cut him from here to
Clark, the son of Dr_ and Mrs.
Within an hour of his arrival from Peking, President Nixon's
91/0'South 17th Street, Murray; to be featured.
there and whacked around in her children and suicidal im- (7.1). Clark of 801 South 16th
national security adviser was meeting with Prime Minister
head
palpatations
and
to
pulses
Marvin Hale
be
Mrs.
apparently
he'll
mother,
her
•
general and
Kakuei Tanaka and Foreign Minister Masayoshi Ohira.
pressure, Kathryn is now a Street, is cast as Tranio. rik
of 635 Murray Court, Murray;
ok.
poised, well-adjusted woman speech major, he is a member
one sister, Mrs. Don ( Betty)
PRAGUE API- A Soviet airliner crashed on landing at McCord, 1207 Kirkwood Drive, J. N. Outland Undergoes
who has functioned successfully of Pi Phi Delta professional
Sue gave us some good coffee in a part-time job in addition to speech society.
Prague airport today, and unofficial reports said "about 50"
Murray.
and a piece of cake that Nancy
persons were killed.
A five-act play that includes
maneging a large family and to
Funeral services will be held Major Surgery, Memphis
won at the Mardi Grass. With
Airport sources said the plane carried 84 persons and 15 to 30 of
29 characters, the production is
Recovery
supervising
the
area
chapel
today
at
1:30
p.m.
at
the
Joe on the mend maybe this groups.
them survived. The survivors included all of the crew except One
one of William Shakespeare's
J.N. (Newt) Outland of 1605
of the J.H. Churchill Funeral
family can settle down to some
stewardess, the sources said.
most popular comedies and
Murray.
is
Drive,
Keenland
group
Murray's
Recovery
Home with Dr. David C. Roos
living once more.
meets Monday nights at the appeals to all ages. Robert E.
officiating. Music will be by the reported to be doing good after
Mental Health Center from 7:00 Johnson, chairman of theatre
Chancel Choir of the First having undergone major lung
February to 9:30 p.m. Anyone interested arts, is the director.
in
left
days
American
Baptist
)—Another
at
I
AP
surgery
Philippines
ten
BASE,
Memorial
Christian Church with a solo by
004y
CLARK AIR
Curtain time is 8 p.m. on each
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn , on which means that March and tin. further information about
prisoner of war Cleat home today to be with his ailing father, while Mrs. William Porter..
date in the University Theatre
around the corner
preparations
13:
just
made
February
Hanoi
in
Tuesday,
Sunday
753-9458
or
him
is
Recovery
call
with
may
Serving
as
pallbearers
will
be
released
spring
others
19
on the ground floor of the Price
Outland, a retired tobacco
753-5913.
Bobby Johnson, Cletus Colson,
for a speedy departure.
This organization offers its Doyle Fine Arts Center_ AdMore Grosbeaks show up at
Navy IA. James W. Bailey, 30, of Kosoiusko, Miss_ was rushed Jimmy Cooper, Edgar I.(Red) grader, is in Room 907, East
Madison, Baptist Memorial our place. Four males and two national program in over 825 mission is by season ticket or by
through medical and administrative processing at (*lark because Howe, Dean Alexander, Bil
also
was
attack.
This
heart
a
after
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn His females. We've got to get some locations to 12,000 Men and individual tickets available at
hospitalized
Garland.
Bailey,
and
Eurie
his father has been
wife, the former Modell Miller, more Sunflower seed to keep women frorn all walks of life in $2 each.
Interment will be in the
the reason for his early release by 'Hanoi, hitich hid not
as 43
The show is one of the major
retired Murray school teacher, them around as long
states of the USA,4 provinces
originally included him on the list of 20 POWs for release Sunday. Murray Cemetery with the
have enjoyed their in Canada,in Puerto Rico and in - productions of The year on the
United
.for
the
leave
husband
We
rest
to"
her
in
with
the
is
possible.
expected
arrangements
by
the
J.H.
Memthey
said
Officials
campus
Israel.
phis.
Churchill Funeral Home
stay.
'States by Wednesday morning at the latest.
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Local Students
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Source of
In Murray
Calloway C
Member of Assoc

Tax . . .

Truce . . .
(Continued from Page 1
sion is made up of representatives of Canada, Poland, Hungary and Indonesia. The fourparty Joint Military Commission, whose job is to support
the internation peacekeeping
group and help police the
cease-fire, is made up of delegations from the United States,
North and South Vietnam and
the Viet Cong
The four-party Joint Military
Commission, a support group
for the international body Gauvin heads , also decided to send
a team of investigators to the
northern coast to check on reports f heavy fighting there
This will be the joint conunission's first field investigation.
The investigation will center
on the fishing village of Se
Huynh, about 90 miles below
Da Nang. The Saigon command
claims that the North Vietnamese attacked the village. three
hours after the cease-fire began
Jan. 28., and there have hen reports of steady fighting ever
since. Saigon claims about 400
militiamen are missing
U S. sources reported that
American maintenance teams
were flown today to the Cornmurust headquarters at Loc
Ninh, 75 miles north of Saigon,
to repair the airstrip and "facilitate the release of prisoners." U. S. planes ferrying
Vietnamese prisoners to and
from the exchange point have
been having tire trouble because of shrapnel imbedded in
the runway from fighting earlier
The four-nation International
Commission of Control and Supervision met today with an
agenda of critical problems facing it. They included:
—A request by the U.S. delegation for an investigation into
the shooting down of an American helicopter on a peacekeeping mission last Friday
near An toe, 60 miles north of
Saigon. The U.S. delegation
said its investigation indicated
that the Viet Cong shot the
craft down. The five U.S. crewmen were wounded.
—Deployment of supervisory
commission teams to 26 field
sites across South Vietnam at
the subregional level and to
points of entry into the country
which the Saigon Government
and the Viet Cone choose for
replacements of war material
permitted by the cease-fire
agreement. The agreement
specifies that these teams shall
be operating by at least 30 days
after the cease-fire.
A spokesmen for the supervisory commission said that 23
of the 26 subregional sites have
been scouted, and the commission hopes to begin putting
teams in operation at the sites
soon. A 135. source said the
presence of the supervisory
commission units and teams
fromithe military commission
would tend to discourage a major flare-up in fighting.
U.S. sources said that the
American and South Vietnamese delegations to the military.
commission have observers at
24 of the 28 team sites, North
Vietnam has observers at five,
but the Viet-Cons has none.
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Mr'. Marvin Full
circular which was
in that era cor
"Fiddler's Contest
House,
Tuesda
November 3, 1903"

"Take a night of
your sins" the c
piored "If you w
back the Shirreht of
gray hair from yot
crows feet from the
and help us laugh'
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